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ISin I ARY
In this thesis we present results and examples concerning 
the asymptotic (large tine)behaviour of the flow of a 
nondegenerate snooth stochastic dynanicul system on a 
smooth compact manifold.
In Chapter 2 we prove a stochastic version of the Oseledec 
(Multiplicative lirgodic) Theorem for flows(theorem 2.1), in 
which we define the Lyapunov spectrum for the stochastic 
flov/. Then we obtain stochastic analogies (Theorems 2.2,1,
2.2.2) of the S. table Manifold Theorems of RuelleCu], These 
theorems are proved by adapting Rueile'S techniques to our 
situation. A.lso we liscuss the implications of 'Lyapiuiov 
stability', which we define to be the situation i/hen the 
Lyapunov spectrum is strictly negative. In this situation 
the trajectories of the flow cluster in a certain way. 
(Proposition 2.3.3).
In Chapter 3 we give some examples of systems for which 
we can calculate the Lyapunov spectrum. We can choose our 
parameters such that these systems are Lyapunov stable, 
and in this case wo can calculate the flows and th'eir 
asymptotic behaviour completely.
In Chapter 4 Yve give a formula for the Lyapunov numbers 
which is analogous to that of ilhas'minskiiC'i] ’or a linear 
system. Then we use this formula to prove a theorem on the 
preservation of Lyapunov stability under a. stochastic 
perturbation.
I
U
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Aims
Our aim in this article is to present results and examples 
concerning the asymptotic (large time) behaviour of the flow of 
a nondegenerate smooth stochastic dynamical system (SDS) on a 
smooth compact manifold. The definition and existence of such 
(stochastic) flows is given in Carverhill and Elworthy [ 1+] , 
which we will use as our standard reference. See also Kunita 
[II]/ [ Ul ] Ikeda and Watanabe ( g ] , Dismut [31/ Elworthy [ 4 ] .
In Chapter 2 we define the Lyapunov spectrum for the 
stochastic flow (Theorem 2.1) and obtain analogues (Theorems 
2.2.1, 2.2.2) for the stochastic flow, of the stable manifold 
theorems of Ruelle [ U ] . These theorems are proved by adapting 
Ruelle's techniques to our situation. Also (Section 2.3) we 
discuss the implications of 'Lyapunov stability', which we 
define to be the situation when the Lyapunov spectrum is bou*»d«J.
jectories of the flow cluster in a certain way. (Proposition
In Chapter 3 we give some examples of SDS's for which we 
can calculate the Lyapunov spectrum. We can choose our 
parameters such that these systems are Lyapunov stable, and 
in fact in this case we can calculate the flows and their 
asymptotic behaviour completely.
In Chapter 4 we give a formula for the Lyapunov numbers 
which is analogous to that of Khas'minskii ] for a linear
i
that in this situation, the tra­
2.3.3)
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system. Then we use this formula to prove a theorem on the
preservation of Lyapunov stability under a stochastic 
perturbation. (For this we need an assumption about the 
invariant measure (see Section 1.2) which is studied by 
Ventsel and Freidlin [li].)
The extension of Ruelle's work to the case of a stochastic 
flow was suggested by Arnold and Kliemann [ | ], p. 81, though 
they have in mind real noise rather than white noise (Brownian 
motion). Also, their approach is to linearise the system 
about a stationary solution, whereas ours is to consider the 
derivative flow. Note that our work can be adapted to the 
case of real, time homogeneous noise.
The Lyapunov spectrum, and the asymptotic behaviour in
the case of a linear SDS on !Rm has been studied by Khasminskii
(11, [iQ] (see our Section 4.1). The linear case, and the
linearisation of an SDS on IRm about an almost surely fixed
point xq of the flow, can be studied using the ideas of this
article. (Essentially, we take the invariant measure for the
system to be just 6 . It does not matter in this case that 
xo
the space of the system is noncompact). See Arnold and 
Kliemann [ I ].
Note that in the case of a linear system, Lyapunov stability 
implies that the solution starting from any point tends a.s. 
to the trivial (zero) solution. In our situation (i.e. for a 
nondegenerate system) Lyapunov stability implies that the
-2-
system. Then we use this formula to prove a theorem on the
preservation of Lyapunov stability under a stochastic 
perturbation. (For this we need an assumption about the 
invariant measure (see Section 1.2) which is studied by 
Ventsel and Freidlin [li].)
The extension of Ruelle's work to the case of a stochastic 
flow was suggested by Arnold and Kliemann [ | ], p. 81, though 
they have in mind real noise rather than white noise (Brownian 
motion). Also, their approach is to linearise the system 
about a stationary solution, whereas ours is to consider the
4
derivative flow. Note that our work can be adapted to the
case of real, time homogeneous noise.
The Lyapunov spectrum, and the asymptotic behaviour in
the case of a linear SDS on ]Rm has been studied by Khasminskii
11], ['0] (see our Section 4.1). The linear case, and the
linearisation of an SDS on 1Rm about an almost surely fixed
point xq of the flow, can be studied using the ideas of this
article. (Essentially, we take the invariant measure for the
system to be just 6 . It does not matter in this case that 
o
the space I<m of the system is noncompact). See Arnold and 
Kliemann ( ( ] .
Note that in the case of a linear system, Lyapunov stability 
implies that the solution starting from any point tends a.s. 
to the trivial (zero) solution. In our situation (i.e. for a 
nondegenerate system) Lyapunov stability implies that the
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trajectories of the flow cluster into groups (see Proposition
/
2.3.3), but the groups themselves move randomly.
We assume throughout that our system is nondegenerate
(see Section 1.2).
1.2 Preliminary Results
In this section we establish some notation and summarise 
some standard results which we will need in the sequel. The 
notation is as in Carverhill and Elworthy [ 1+- ] , which is our 
standard reference.
We deal mostly with a Stratonovitch SDS (X,z) defined on
i
a smooth, compact manifold M of dimension m, and driven by an
n-dimensional Brownian motion Bt and a drift. When it is 
necessary to deal with an Ito system, we will denote it by 
I (X,z) . Thus, X is a bundle morphism M x ]Rn+  ^ -+ TM, i.e. a 
map such that X(x) € L0Rn+1,TxM) for each x £ M. We will 
put X(x) o dzfc = Y(x) 0 dBt + A(x)dt (i.e. we will denote the 
noise by Y and drift by A), and we will assume throughout 
that (X,z) is nondegenerate, i.e. Y(x) £ L 0Rn,T^M) is surjective
*for each x £ M.
We must impose certain smoothness conditions on (X,z). 
These refer to the smoothness of X as a map M -*■ LQRn+1,TM).
We are not concerned about the precise smoothness conditions 
required: all these conditions will be satisfied if X is C°°.
The solution £t (u>,x) of the SDS (X,z), starting from 
x £ M, is defined to be that stochastic process in M which
- 4 -
satisfies the following equation in ]R, where <f> is any C map 
M -*• 3R:
ft
$£*.(<*),><) = <fix + I 4<()X(5 (w,x)) o dz (u>) . t JO
(This is equivalent to Elworthy's [t J definition, in which t
is taken to be a chart map U -*■ U , c ]Rin (U open in M) and the
integral is taken up to time t a (First exit time from U) ) .
The solution exists and is unique up to equivalence if (X,z)
2is of class C . (See Elworthy [ (, ] , Ikeda and Watanabe [& ], 
Kunita l li] ) .
The flow of (X,z) will be denoted by £ (w). It is defined
to be such that a.s. £t (w) is a continuous map M M for all t,
and such that for each x, £t (u))x is a solution starting from x
of (X,z). The existence and a.s. uniqueness of the flow if 
s + 2(X,z) is of class H (s ><m/2)+1) is given in Carverhill and 
Elworthy [ ] . See also (t ] , [ & ] and [U ] . The flow is a.s.
gfor all t an H diffeomorphism.
Denote the underlying probability space for Bfc by (fl,F,P), 
taking to be the set of continuous paths in ]Rn starting from 
the origin, and denote the time shift by time s on ft by 
0g (i.e. (6 (u))(t) = m(t+s) - w(s)). The following proposition 
is immediate from the time homogeneity of the Brownian motion 
and the a.s. uniqueness of the flow.
2
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Proposition 1.2.1
If the flow £fc(u)) of (Xfz) exists, then for each s > 0 
we have a.s.
Ct<0s (u)) )?s (u) = 5s+tM  for all t > 0. //
We will work extensively with invariant probability
measures for (X,z) on M, i.e. measures p such that if
(pt (x,A) : A € B(M)} denotes the transition probabilities
for (X,z), then for any B £ 6(M), we have p(B) = [ p (x,B)dp(x).
' x£M t
Here, B(M) denotes the Borel o- algebra over M. If (X,z) is 
nondegenerate, the solutions are metrically transitive, and 
there exists a unique invariant measure for (X,z). See Doob 
[S ], Yosida [ ] Chapter 13.
Denote the time shift by time s on C OR^ ,M) by 0g (thus 
if f € C0R>O,M) then (0gf) (t) = f(t + s) for all t > 0). Now 
any invariant measure p for (X,z) on M induces a measure Qp on 
C0R>O,M) (the Markov measure) which is invariant under 0g for 
any s > 0. On cylinder sets, is given by
Qp{f e CCR>0,M) : f(ti) e B.; i = 1,...,p; B £ 6(M)}
V B1
dp(x.)p (x.,dx9)
x €B 1 c2 1P P
■pt -t -(V i ,dVP P-1 F v
If (X,z) is nondegenerate, then for each s >0, 0g is ergodic 
with respect to the measure Qp. (Doob (f J).
In Sections 1-5 of (it), Ruelle works with an 'abstract' 
measure space (M,Z,p), measure preserving map tsM ♦ M, and 
measurable maps
-6-
TsM -»• L(-IRm ,lRm) and F:M -*• Cr ' 6 (B (1) , 0 ;IRm, 0) .
In Section 6 he applies his results to the case when M is a
IT 0smooth compact manifold, f ij a C ' diffeomorphism of M,
T = Tf, F = f over charts (essentially), and p is a measure 
on M which is preserved by f. In our Chapter 2, we apply the 
results of Ruelle's Sections 1-5, taking the measure space to 
be the product (M x() , B(M) 0 F, p 6 P), with the map $
(any s > 0) corresponding to Ruelle's t , where 
i>s (x,w) = (5g (u))x, es (co) ) .
■
Proposition 1.2.2
For any s > 0, the map 4>s (x,(o) preserves the measure p 0 P 
on M x 8 ,
Proof
It suffices to show that for any B € S(M), A € F, the 
set $>g1 (B x A ) has measure p(B).P(A ). But
p 0 P(4>“1(B x A ))
= p ® P{(x,u)!£s (u)x c b , 0s (w) € A }.
= p 0 P{ (x,u) :£s (o>)x € B }. p 0 P{(x,u):e (u>) € A |£s<u>)xeB }
= f p (x,B)dp (x) . p 0 P{ (x,u) :8_ (id) d A }
Jx€M s s
(N.B. The events of the conditional probability are
independent).
= p(B).P(A ). //
-7-
The following result is a consequence of the ergodic 
theorem applied to the Markov process given by the solution 
of the SDS. See Yosida [ l*\ ] Chapter 13, Doob [J ].
Proposition 1.2.3 (Strong law of large numbers
Suppose (X,z) is nondegenerate with unique invariant 
measure p on M. Then for p 0 P - almost every (x,w) e M x fL 
we have
1/T
T
g (£. (uj,x ) )dt
0
g (y)dp(y) as t + «
y£M
for any g € ClM^R) .
2. STABLE MANIFOLD THEOREMS FOR THE STOCHASTIC FLOW
In this chapter we apply the results of Ruelle [!<>], 
Sections 1-5, to obtain stochastic analogues of the results 
of his Section 6. We take the product measure space 
(M * Jt, 8(M) ® F, p 0 P) to correspond to Ruelle's 'abstract' 
measure space (M,I,p).
Throughout his Sections 1-6, Ruelle discusses the discrete 
time situation. However, our results apply to continuous time. 
Our technique is first to prove the results for discrete time 
increments T > 0, taking the map 4>T :M x A. ■+■ M x fl to correspond 
to Ruelle's t , and then to proceed to continuous time in a
y* Q
similar way to Ruelle's Appendix B. Corresponding to the C ' 
diffeomorphism f of Ruelle's Section 6 we take the stochastic 
flow £T ((jd) at time T.
K
A
I;
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2. 1 The Oseledec (Multiplicative Ergodic) Theorem for the 
Derivative of the Stochastic Flow
Theorem 2.1 (Cf. Ruelle [ Ife ], Theorem 1.6, and introduction to
Section 6).
s + 4Consider the nondegenerate H SDS (X,z) on the smooth 
compact manifold M, where dim M = m and s^ 3m/2 +1. Choose
a version of the flow £t (uj):M -*• M.
Then there exists a set r c H x A  of full p 0 P-measure 
such that for each (x,w) £ r we have a Lyapunov spectrum
*<;>, < x\2' , < . . . <  x \rx] . -  ?( X , U ) J  ( X  f UJ) ( x  i (jO )
and associated filtration V !* 1' . < ... < v|r  ^ . of T M.(x ,uj) (x,to) x
Thus, if v C v!1* then
( X , 0 ) )  ( X  , (!) )
1/t log ||TCt (u)v|| - as t +
(Here, || • || denotes any norm on the tangent space coming from 
a Riemannian inner product . OUU» ( w*. - i0} .)
Proof
(1) It is convenient to work in a flat space. Thus, we
r>u 'X*m % ^ inembed M in IR for some m > m, and extend X to X on 1R in the
following way:
&
Choose t > 0 such that the set of points in IR less 
than a distance t from M is a tubular neighbourhood of M. Then 
for any x € M , the nearest point y € M to x is unique and
-9-
the line xy is perpendicular to M. Also for any other z € M, 
if xz is perpendicular to M then d(x,z) > t . Take a smooth 
bump function f dR +]R^, supported on r,x] and such that
m ^f (0) = 1. Now, for any x £ 1R if x £ MT, set X(x) = 0; 
otherwise take the nearest point y to x in M and put 
X(x)e = f (|y-x|)X(y)e.
'V/Clearly, X is just as smooth as X and is supported on
% %
a bounded domain say U in ]Rm. Also, for any x € 1Rm, the
%
solution to (X,z) starting from x remains at a constant 
distance from M a.s. (To see this, note that it is easily 
true for a deterministic system, and therefore for a piecewise
linear approximation to our system, and consider Carverhill
%and Elworthy (i+ ], Theorem 2.3). Denote the flow of (X,z)
'V, 'Vi 'Vby £t(cj) and let ^  for (X,z) correspond to i>t for (X,z).
Mow the choice of Riemannian metric on M is unimportant; we
%
will take it to be that induced from ]Rm by the embedding.
(2) We prove our result first for discrete time increments, 
say of length T.
%
Denote by GQ (x,w) the linear map D ^ ( uj)x , and put 
%
Gn(x,w) = Gq (i>nT (x,o))) , so that a.s. we have Gn (x,w) =
D[V 0nT(a,) ,1*nT(w,x = D [^ (n+1) T (a>) * (^ nT (to) ] 1 ^ nT(u,) X * Also'
put Gn (x,a)) = Gn_1 (x ,(d) o ... o Go (x ,uj) so that a.s. we have
n ^G (x,(o) = D£nT(u)x.
From our Appendix A (Proposition A.1.2) we have that for
each standard basis vector e,,. .. ,e^ in P m, liG (x,ui)e, ¡I dP1 m o i 1ui€i)
is bounded uniformly over x € M. (N.B. by the Sobolev embedding
*
4
4*
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S  +L 2theorem, since X is H *, it is C ). Now,
'vm
G ( x, ti) ) 1 < Z 11 G ( x, io ) e . | ,
i=1
therefore we can deduce that
x£U
log il G (x,u) | dp (x) dP(io) < °° .
% <\,
( | G (x,u) || -operator norm on L0Rm,lRm).
By log+(x) we mean max {0, log x). Here, p is regarded as
a measure on U, supported on M).
For each q = 1,...,m, consider | Gq (x ,u)) Aq || . (Aq-qth ^ 
exterior power). Denoting the eigenvalues |go (x ,<o) Gq (x ,(o)J
by t *1 .. * t ^  , we have | G (x,to) Aq | =
° p=m-q+1
t , so that
%m
log1" ||Go (x,io)Aq|| < %E
p=m-q+1
log+ t*p*. Also, for each p,
t^p* < | Gq (x,io) || 2. Therefore for each q = 1,. . . ,m, we have
x£U wen
logo'll G (x,co) A<5|| dp (x) dP (io) < <*> ,
and by the subadditive ergodic theorem (Ruelle, Theorem 1.1)
applied to log | Gn (x,io) Aq || , 1/n log | Gn (x,u) Aq|| tends to a
limit a.s., which is invariant under the map . Also, by
n-1 +
the usual ergodic theorem, 1/n E log | G. (x,u) | tends to
i = o 1
a limit a.s., therefore lim sup 1/n log | G (x,w) || < 0 a.s..
n -*■  ®
These results allow us to apply Ruelle's Proposition 1.3 
for each (x,w) a.s., taking our Gi(x,a>) to correspond to
nv
-11-
Ruelle's T , from which we deduce that there exists a.s. a n
^ (1) 'v (c)spectrum \ . . < . . . <  X(x ,uj) (x,w) , and filtration
 ^(1)V ' . (x,u) < ... < v{s) . = ]Rm , such that if v € V (i)v V <i"1)(X , (j I
n  ^(i )then 1/nT log ||G (x,co) |j -*■ X • The discrete time T version 
of our theorem follows from this by interesecting each
^ ( s ) *\/V, . with T M, using the fact that Tf (w):TU -+• TU mapsX t
tangent spaces of M to tangent space a.s..
(3) To obtain the full (continuous time) result, we proceed 
as in Ruelle's Appendix B. For each 0 < s < t, put
V % 'l _i vSst'w) = £t (w).£g(u)) • Then for fixed s,£ t(w) is the 'nice'
%version of the flow of (X,z) from time s given in Carverhill 
and Elworthy [ if- ] Lemma 6.1. Also, we have a.s. (independently 
of n,t) that
^t^) ^ n T , t ’^ nT (u,) i 
C(n+1)T(w) = ?t, (n+1 )lia)) ^ t (a))>
for all n, and all t 6 [nT,(n+1)T]. Hence we have a.s.,
r log | [D£ (u)) ac] v 11 < log | D [CnT, t (w) ]CnT(w)x *\
+ log | lD[£nT(u)))x]v|| ,
log ||D[5t (ui)x] v || > log | [D(C (n+1>T(w) )x)v||
- log l|D[£tf (n+1)X <UJ) H t ((i))x||i
for all t 6 [nT, (n+1 )T] , x € U, v £ JR .
-12-
Thus, if we put
r ^= sup log ||D[C (u ) ] x |!
tG[0,T] 1
%
4>,(x,u>) = sup log||D[C. _ (w) J 5. (u)x |
L 1 t€[0,T] C V
then we have a.s., independently of x,v,n, that
log II [D t5(n+1)T(w)]x]v|| - 4>2 (i>nT(x>io) )
< log | [D [£t (u>) ] x] v |
< log | [D ICnT (u>) ] x] v 11 + 4>1 (<t>nT (x ,oo))
for all t £ [nT,(n+1)T].
(Here, <f> , <t>2 correspond to the functions of (B.1), (B.2) in 
Ruelie's Appendix B).
Now, 4>.|, 2 are p © P-integrable. This follows from our
Appendix, Proposition A.1.2 for and Proposition A.2.3 for
4> 2 • (N.B. it is clear that 4»^ > 0 a.s.). Therefore by the
ergodic theorem,
'V
1/n <J)^ (4> (x,w)) -*■ 0 as n ” for a.e. (x,w) .
For these (x,w) , lim 1/t | [D [C. (u>) J x] v|| =
t-*°o c
'v
lim 1/nT log 1 [ D [ C T (w)]x]v|j and the continuous time result
n->-» ni
follows. //
-13-
Notes
(i) From the proof we see that the Lyapunov spectrum is a.s. 
invariant under the map The question arises of the nature
of the dependence of the spectrum on (x,w). In our Appendix B 
we discuss this question and show that to some extent the 
spectrum is constant, i.e. independent of (x,w) a.s.. We 
conjecture that it is a.s. constant for all nondegenerate 
systems.
(ii) Ruelle's approach to dealing with a manifold, rather 
than a flat space, is different from ours. Rather than
'Xj
embed M in 1Rm, he takes a finite Borel of M which
trivialises TM, and uses this to express the derivatives as 
linear maps in 3Rm, which are piecewise continuous in x G M.
(See Ruelle, proof of Theorem 6.1, and Appendix D, note (6)). 
Ruelle's approach in our situation would require more difficult 
p © P-integrability estimates than ours.
2.2 The Stable Manifold Theorems
Theorem 2.2.1 (Local Stable Manifold Theorem. Cf. Ruelle [It ] 
Theorem 6.1).
Consider the SDS (X,z) and flow £t (uj) of Theorem 2.1, but 
suppose that X is of class s > 3m/2+k, k 2 2. Take X < 0,
and assume X is a.s. disjoint from the Lyapunov spectrum.
Then we have a set rX c F of full p 0 P-measure, and 
measurable functions a»B >y ’-TX ° such that if we denote by
v\ , (a (x,u)) the setix,w)
{y 6 B(x,a (y ,u)) : d (£t (w) y, (w) x) < B(x,w)eXt
for all t > 0} (Here, by B(x,a) we mean the closed ball 
at x in M, of radius * ) , then:
i v -(a) V, >(a(x,w)) is a C submanifold of B(x,a(x,w)) which(x,u)
is tangent at x to v!^ ,, where i is such that xj^\< X < X ^  1 .^ * (x,w)' (x,w) (x,u)
(b) If y, z £ l/X ,(a(x,to)) thenv x f ;
d(ct (w)y, £t (u>)z) < Y<x,0)) d(y,z)eXt. ^  ) 4 P^
(b *) If X’ < X and [ X *,X 3 is disjoint from the spectrum, ^  (then 
there exists a measurable map y’: rX -*• 1R' ^  such that if
y,z € >(a(x,w)) then d(£. (u))y,£. (u>) z) < y '(x,w).d(y,z)eX t.X X f lx) ) V- ^
Proof
We retain the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.1.
(1) Embed M in ]Rm and extend (X,z) to (X,z) supported on 
U c 1Rm, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Take the Riemannian 
metric on M to be that induced from IRm by the embedding. It 
is clear from the fact that solutions in U remain a.s. at a 
constant distance from M that if x f. M, v € TxlNTxM, then
-14-
Then we have a set c f of full p 0 P-measure, and 
measurable functions a »Y :TA ° such that if we denote by
l/A. \ (a (x,w)) the setlx,u)
{y € B (x,a (y ,10)) : d (£t (oo) y ,£t (to)x) < 6(x,io)eXt
for all t > 0} (Here, by B(x,a) we mean the closed ball 
nt x in M, of radius <*. ) , then:
\ —(a) I/, % (ot(x.ui)) is a C submanifold of B(x,a(x,w))lx, to)
is tangent at x to V i ^  , , where i is such that* lx,nil (x,u)
which
X < X (i + 1). (x,oo)
(b) If y,z € .(a(x,u)) then
\ x t CO I
d(Ct (w)y, Ct (oi)z) < y(x,to) d(y,z)eAt. ,  ^ i
(b1) If X* < X and [X* »X] is disjoint from the spectrum, ^  (then 
there exists a measurable map y': rA -*■ 1R s u c h  that if
y,z £ v) > (a (x,(o) ) then d (£. (to)y,C. (to) z) < y' (x,w) .d (y,z)eA t.' ^ f (jl) '  ^ ^
Proof
We retain the notation of the proof of Theorem 2.1.
(1) Embed M in 1Rm and extend (X,z) to (X,z) supported on 
U c lRm, as in the proof of Theorem 2.1. Take the Riemannian
'V,
metric on M to be that induced from JR by the embedding. It 
is clear from the fact that solutions in U remain a.s. at a 
constant distance from M that if x f M, v € T^IKT^M, then
4-:>a>
llv
1/t log,] [Tf; (w) x] v|| > 0 a.s.. Therefore the strictly 
negative part of the Lyapunov spectrum is the same for 
5t (w) and 5t (co) .
(2) We prove our result first for discrete time increments 
of length T. Our technique follows Ruelle's for his Theorem 
6 . 1 .
Consider the map F (x,u>):B(1) ]Rm given by
%
Fo (x,m)y = CT (m) (x + y) - £t (<d)x . Thus, Fo (x,w) represents
%
CT (w) near x, and Fq (x ,w )(0) = 0. Note that GQ (x,m) of the
proof of Theorem 2.1 is just DFq (x ,oj) (0) . Put 
n ^F (x,oo) = Fo (4> (n 1jT (x,u)) O ... o FQ (X,U)). Then
Fn (x,o))y = f,nT(aj) (x+y) - C nT (to) x a.s., so that Fn (x,w)
%
represents £nT(u>) near x.
We will apply Ruelle's Theorem 5.1 to Fo (x,w), with the 
map i>T corresponding to Ruelle's t . For this we require the 
following regularity condition, which can be deduced from our 
Appendix A, Proposition A.2.1:
| 1 F (x,oo) || . dP (oj) dp (x) < <*>,
JxeU C
where
f a l*l l
iiF0 (x»uj> ii k = sup H — t  F0 <x'u>)yii f-° C* yOJ l|a|<k 9y J
(This corresponds to Ruelle's (5.1)).
Also, we require that the Lyapunov spectrum of Gq (x ,u>) (i.e. 
that of Theorem 2.1) does not contain -". From Ruelle's 
Section 2, part 3, we see that this is ensured if we have
-15-
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! log+ | [Gq (x ,(o) ] 1 || dp dP < “ .
For this estimate, see our Appendix, Proposition A.2.1. We 
obtain the discrete time increment T version of our result 
from Ruelle's Theorem 5.1, restricting attention to M as a 
subset of U c ]Rm.
(3) To obtain the full (continuous ) result, consider
%
the function K(w) = sup { j; D IÇ. (to) ] x ¡| }. From our
x£M C
t£[0,T]
Appendix A, Proposition A.2.1 we see thatE[log K] < «° . 
(N.B. K (to) > 1 a.s.) Now, if t £ [nT,(n+1)T], then for any 
y z £ M, we have
d (^ t (to)y,£t (to) z) < K(enT((o))d(ÇnT(to)y,£nT((o)z) .
Also, lim sup 1/n log K(0nT(to)) = 0 a.s. (by the ergodic
n -*■ «>
theorem applied to log K(<o)), i.e. for any e > 0, we have
rn
a.s. that K(e T (to) ) < e n for sufficiently large n.
5
%*
Consider the measurable, ^-invariant partition 
IQ,I1,12,.. . of T given by 1^ = { (x,to) £ T: {Largest x|x ^ <1 in the 
spectrum at (x,to)} £ [X -1/%,, X - 1/* + 1) }.
By part (b *) of the discrete time version of the theorem 
applied to I , if we take X^ e (X-l/*+l,X) then there exists 
a function y : I -+K >0 such that for all y,z £ , (a(x,w))
%\ V X  f (jj /
we have
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X nT
d(f,„n,(a))y,C„T (w) z) < y (x,w) d(y,z)e n l n i <*\
Thus if t £ [nT,(n+1) T] , then
d(Ct(w)y,Ct (<*)) z) < K ( e n T (u>)) d(^nT(a))y,CnT((D)z)
X nT
Yn (x,w) d(y,z)e
for sufficiently large n (taking e = X-X ) 
s y (x,u>) d(y,z)eXt.
Am
Thus, we can extend parts (a), (b) to continuous time, replacing
if (x,w) £ I .
Part (b') for continuous time follows in a similar way. //
Note
Our approach to dealing with M rather than a flat space 
is again more convenient than Ruelle's. (See note (ii) after 
Theorem 2.1.) Ruelle's approach necessitates choosing a 6 > 0 
as in the proof of his Theorem 6.1. In the stochastic situation 
this 6 would have to be stochastic.
Theorem 2.2.2 (Full Stable Manifold Theorem. Cf. Ruelle, 
Theorem 6.3)
Consider the SDS of Theorem 2.2.1, but assume that 
the Lyapunov spectrum is a.s. constant. Let X*1  ^ < ... < X^CJ* 
be the strictly negative Lyapunov numbers.
Then we have a set r. in T cM*i) of full measure and such 
that for each (x,m) £ we have:
B(x,w) by y (x,oj) a(x,oj) and y (*,u ) by -X T.Y (x,w) , "»1
-18-
For each p = 1f...,q, the set . defined to be
\ X f CO /
{y € M : lim sup 1/t log d (5. (o))x| (u)y) < 1 } is thet “► 00
image of V . by a Ck 1 immersion which is tangent to the lx, to I
identity at x. Thus, is locally a 1 submanifold
of M.
Proof
Again we follow Ruelle (Theorem (6.3) and we deal first 
with the case of discrete time increments T.
Take constants ...»A fn»C» such that
< A1 < A(2) < ... < A (q) < Aq < ~; < 0, 0 < n < ~C/5.
For each p = 1,...,q define a = a •+1R  ^as in the
discrete time increment T version of Theorem 2.2.1 for A = Ap,
and put a = min a . Then for each p we can define
P
. (a(x,o))) for (x,cu) in a set of full measure, as in lx, U)l
Theorem 2.2.1.
To complete the proof in the discrete time case, we must 
show that a (4> fT (x,aj) ) decreases at most like e ?nas SL -*■ » .
(See the proof of Ruelle's Theorem 6.3). This follows from
Ruelle's Remark 5.2(c), when his Section 5 is applied to Fq (x ,w ) 
of Part (2) of our proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
The result for continuous time is obtained as in Part (3) 
of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. //
-18-
For each p = the set . defined to be* (x,w)
{y € M : lim sup 1/t log d (w)x( (oj) y) < X ^  } is the
t -* OO
image of v!p* . by a c'' ' immersion which is tangent to the
I X  ,  0))
identity at x. Thus,  ^(x^ co) is o^ca-*-^y a 1 submanifold 
of M.
Proof
Again we follow Ruelle (Theorem (6.3) and we deal first 
with the case of discrete time increments T.
Take constants such that
A(1) < A1 < X (2) < ... < X (q) < X^ < ~C < 0, 0 < p < _c/5.
For each p = 1,...,q define a = cip:r^ P -+® >0 as in the
discrete time increment T version of Theorem 2.2.1 for X = X ,P
and put a = min a . Then for each p we can defineP
l/^P ,(a(x,o))) for (x,ai) in a set of full measure, as in \ x, to |
Theorem 2.2.1.
To complete the proof in the discrete time case, we must 
show that a (<t fT (x,w)) decreases at most like e f n as £ -*■ <*> .
(See the proof of Ruelle's Theorem 6.3). This follows from 
Ruelle's Remark 5.2(c), when his Section 5 is applied to Fo (x,w) 
of Part (2) of our proof of Theorem 2.2.1.
The result for continuous time is obtained as in Part (3)
of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. //
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2.3 Lyapunov Stability 
Definition
We say that the flow of a nondegenerate SDS is Lyapunov
In the sequel, we will mostly be concerned with Lyapunov 
stable flows. In Chapter 3 we give examples in which Lyapunov 
stability occurs, and in Chapter 4 we show that certain 
stochastic perturbations of deterministic systems are Lyapunov 
stable. We work from Theorem 2.2.1 rather than 2.2.2; we are 
concerned with the clustering properties of the flow (see 
Proposition 2.3.3) rather than the smoothness properties of 
the stable manifolds themselves.
For a Lyapunov stable flow, let us denote by r°  the set 
r X of Theorem 2.2.1, where {Lyapunov spectrum) < A < 0 a.s..
Any such choice of A will give the same r ° ,  by Theorem 2.2.1 (b*) , 
and clearly r °  has full p 8 P-measure.
Proposition 2.3.1
Suppose the flow of the SDS of Theorem 2.2.1 is Lyapunov 
stable. Then;
(i) For a.e. uiq € U, the set given by {x £ M : (x,ioQ) € T°}
has full measure in M. Also, for each T > 0 we have p— a.s.
stable if the Lyapunov spectrum is a.s. bounded Ukw
O
T T w
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(ii) For a.e. x £ M, the set r °  given by {w £ (i: (xq ,u)) £ r ° }
o
has full measure in n.
Proof
Immediate from the fact that r°  has full measure, and 
that i>T:M x n -*• M x ft preserves that measure. //
Proposition 2.3.2 (Cf. Ruelle, Corollary 6.2)
Suppose the flow of the SDS of Theorem 2.2.1 is Lyapunov
stable. Then for a.e. u , r°  is a proper open subset of M.° w0
Proof
Choose X < 0 such that {Spectrum} < X < 0 and choose ojq
such that r °  has full measure in M. (See Proposition 2.3.1 (i) ) .
“o
Consider the function a(-»u0):r° -*■ 1R 0 given in Theorem 2.2.1.
By part (a) of that theorem, for any x € r °  , the local stable
o
manifold , (a(x,u )) is a neighbourhood of x, and by(x,wo) o
part (b), we can define a local stable manifold at any point 
in the interior of 1/i . (a(x,u> ))• Thus, r°,, is an open(x,m0) ° w0
subset of M.
Now, suppose r °  = M. Then by compactness, we can take 
wo
a finite collection x^,...,xN such that the interiors of
»(a(x. )) cover M. Take B = Max { B (x . ,u> ) }.(xi,u>0) i o i= 1, . .. ,N 1 °
(B(x,u) defined in Theorem 2.2.1). Then by part (a) of
isTheorem 2.2.1, diam { (uj0) B (x^  ,u)Q) } < 6 which
impossible since £t (u) ) is a diffeomorphism for all t. //
Note
In Proposition 2.3.2, r°w might be the complement of 
a Cantor set in M.
Proposition 2.3.3 (Clustering property for Lyapunov stable 
flows)
Suppose the flow of Theorem 2.2.1 is Lyapunov stable. 
Then for a.e. xq C M, P{(o:diam (w) B (xQ,r) } •+ 0 as 
t ■* ®) + 1 as r + 0. (' diam {£ (w)B(xo,r) } ■* 0 as t -* <=°'
means that the trajectories starting in B(xQ,r) of the flow 
5t(w) cluster together).
Proof
For this we must have r°„ c n of full measure. Thisxo
holds for a.e. x CM. (Proposition 2.3.1(H)). The resulto
follows because a(xo,-):r°xo -*■ 3< is strictly positive, 
P-measurable. //
3. SOME EXAMPLES
In this chapter we give some examples of stochastic 
flows, for which the Lyapunov spectrum can be calculated 
explicitly. We can choose parameters such that the flow is
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Lyapunov stable (see Section 2.3) and in this case we can 
calculate explictly the flow itself and its asymptotic 
behaviour, and verify the assertions of Section 2.3.
3.1 An Example of the Circle (Noisy North-South Flow)
Example 3.1 (Noisy N.S. Flow)
(i) The (noise-free) N.S. flow is taken to be the stereo­
graphic projection from JR to the unit circle S, via the north 
pole x € S and such that the south pole xg sits at the origin 
in JR, of the flow g on JR, where nt (x) = x exp(-t).
This flow clearly has a source at x^ and a sink at xg.
In this chapter we will denote this flow on S by and the 
vector field for this flow by AsS -*■ TS.
(ii) The noisy N.S. flow (with parameter e > 0) is taken to
be the flow of the SDS (XL,z), where X (y) o dzfc = eY(y)°dBt+A(y)d 
Here, Bfc is Brownian motion in JR; A is as in part (i); and 
Y(x) € LOR,T^S) is given by Y(x)(1) = {Tangent at x to S of 
unit length in the positive direction), so that the flow of 
the SDS (Y,B) is a stochastic rotation. We will denote this 
flow by 5^(oj). Then putting e = 0 gives the flow of part (i) 
and the flow for e > 0 may be regarded as a stochastic 
perturbation of f,°.
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Notes
(i) For e > 0, (XE,z) is nondegenerate.
(ii) It is helpful to think of S as 1R/2ttZ, and functions on
S as periodic functions on ]R, so that we can write derivatives 
explictly. If we do this then we can express the SDS as an 
Ito system. Since Y is constant over S = ]R/2ttZ, its derivative 
is zero, and so is the Stratonovitch correction term, therefore 
the SDS will look the same if it is written as an Ito system. // 
By Theorem 2.1 there is just one Lyapunov number Ar for 
(XE,z), and it is given by lim 1/t log |j T£E (w) v || for a.e.
t->00
(x,w) G S x n, where v is any non-zero vector in T^S. In 
the following proposition we give a formula for XE , and in 
Proposition 3.1.2 we show that for e > 0 sufficiently small, 
we have Lyapunov stability.
Proposition 3.1.1
Denote the unique invariant measure on S for (Xc,z) by 
pc. (See Section 1.2). Then the Lyapunov number XE for 
(Xc,z) is given by
Ae = DA(y) dpe(y) .
Jy€S
(Here, DA is the derivative of A, where we have identified 
S H 1R/2t[X, s o  that A is a periodic map ]R -*• 3R) .
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Proof
We can deduce from Carverhill and Elworthy [*#-), 
Remark 4.2, the following equation involving D ^ ( id):
d[£t‘ (w)x, D (£^ (u)) x) v]
= A ( ^ ( u ) x ) ,  [DA(5^(u>) )x]  [ D^^ (w )x )v ]  dt
+ [f.Y(C^(u))x) , e ( D Y ( £ ^ ( u ) ) xj [Df;^ (u))x] v] °  dBt ( u ) .
(See also Proposition 4.2 , in which derivative flows are
discussed generally).
Also, Xe is given a.s. by lim 1/t [DÇ^(oo)x]v .(Any v / 0) .
t->o°
Now, since Y is constant over ]R/2vZ, we have DY = 0, therefore 
[D^(aj)x]v is just the solution r£(w ) of the linear equation
dR^(u) = DA(Ç^(üj)x ) .R^(u)dt,
in which the coefficient DA(r(ulx) is
by çf(u>)x and is a.s. continuous in t.
rt
solution Rr; (w) = R exp t o DA( <w)x)ds
stochastic, driven 
This equation has
for some R .o
,t
Therefore \c = lim 1/t DA(5  ^(u)x)ds a.s., and the result 
t-»oo O
follows using the Strong Law of Large Numbers (Proposition
1.2.3). //
For Proposition 3.1.2 we need the following lemma:
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Lemma 3. 1
The invariant measure pe for (XL,z) tends weakly to <5
(unit measure concentrated at xg) as e -*• 0, i.e. for any
continuous f:S -*• JR, we have
y e s
f (y ) dp (y) -> f(xg) as e -*■ 0.
Proof
This follows from the work of Ventsel and Freidlin 
[il]. See our Section 4.3. However, since our manifold
is 1-dimensional, we can calculate pc explicitly and verify 
the result. This calculation is outlined in Khas'minskii [ 1 ] , ¡J
Proposition 3.1.2
As e ->0, the Lyapunov number Xe tends to DA(xs) < 0. 
Thus, for sufficiently small c > 0, the flow is Lyapunov
stable.
Proof
Note that the periodic function DAdR + 1R is continuous,
and DA(x ) < 0  since x is an attractor. The result follows s s
from the formula of Proposition 3.1.1 for Xe,and Lemma 3.1. //
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3.2 Asymptotic Behaviour of the Noisy North-South Flow
In this section we give a formula for the noisy N.S. 
flow, and from this we are able to deduce its asymptotic 
behaviour and describe the stable manifolds completely. We 
can attempt this analysis because (as we show in Lemma 3.2.1), 
the flow lies in a finite dimensional Lie group.
We will denote this Lie group by C>m (S) : it is the group 
of Mflbius diffeomorphisms on S, i.e. diffeomorphisms such 
that if we identify S with the one-point compactification 1R* 
of ]R via the stereographic projection given in the definition 
of the noisy N.S. flow (Example 3.1), then we can write the 
diffeomorphism as x -*• , and represent it as a matrix
(^  ^). Note that composition of Mflbius diffeomorphisms 
corresponds to multiplication of these matrices. Also, the 
matrices A (^  ^) for A  ^0 all represent the same diffeomorphism, 
and ^m (S) has dimension 3.
Throughout this section we will take e > 0 fixed, such 
that AC < 0, and we will suppress e from our notation. Thus, 
in this section only, £t(w) denotes the noisy N.S. flow.
Lemma 3.2.1
Almost surely, for all t > 0 the dif feomorphism £t (<u)
lies in the Lie group V (S).m
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Proof
Restrict attention to a finite time interval [0,U],
and take a partition II = {0,V,2V,...} of this. Denote by
(X,z^) the piecewise linear approximation to (X,z) and denote
by Ç^(oü) the flow of (X,zT). (See Carverhill and Elworthy [if]
Section 2.3). Since V (S) is closed in the C° topology, andm
since Ç^ (<jü) tends to £t(u>) a.s. as mesh (II) = V tends to zero, 
uniformly over t € [0,U] and in the C° topology (See [ ],
Proposition 4.2), it suffices to prove the result for Ç^(w). 
This we do below.
Now, for each u) 6 il, Ç^(üj) is a composition of flows of 
deterministic dynamical systems: if t € [qV, (q+1)V), then
^t = V , t  5 (q-l)V,qV ° ... O C0fV»
where for 0 < i < q, (i +1 )V t*ie ^ ow o^r t^me v °f the
vector field p^Y+A, and t is the flow for time t-qV of
p Y+A. (Here,
q
P .(w) i E(B(i+1)V(C0) - j
V
Also, the flows of Y and A are Möbius diffeomorphisms: they 
are rotation and the N.S. flow respectively.
The result follows from the Lie-Trotter product formula
(see for example Nelson [lit-] Chapter 4), which says that if
1 2  1 2and £ are flows of the vector fields Z and Z , then the
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flow of Z1 + Z2 is just lim ° (Here> the
limit is in the C° topology). Thus, if the flows of Z1 and 
2Z lie in a certain Lie group, then so does the flow of
Note
This result can also be obtained using the 'lift'
~ s(X,z) of (X,z) to V (S) (s sufficiently large) and showing
that x | -  , . is tangent to V ( S )  . See Carverhill and Elworthy i/ v s / mm oo
[ if- ] for a description of (X,z) , and Elworthy [ t ] Chapter 7, 
Section 3. J/
Our technique for the analysis of this section is to 
compose each diffeomorphism of the flow S^ fco) with a rotation, 
so that the composition fixes xg £ S, and to get a formula 
for that. The rotations, and hence the compositions are 
still Mfibious diffeomorphisms, and since the rotations are 
isometries, they do not affect the stable manifold structure. 
Note that a rotation through the angle 0 has matrix ,
where q = 2 tan $0. Also, any Möbius diffeomorphism which
In the following lemma we treat a discrete time analogue
fixes x has matrix I3'1?), s c, 1,
of our problem, and in Lemma 3.2.3 we let the discrete time 
increment tend to zero, to obtain the formula relating to the 
noisy N.S. flow itself.
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Lemma 3.2.2
Choose T > 0, and take a stochastic process y: •+• ]R
Consider the following stochastic flow with discrete time 
increment T, where R. (to) is a rotation through the
angle Y (i+1)T(w) - YiT(^ ) :
V (w): [R(r-1 )T,rT(u,) ° ° ° [R0,T(U)) ° 5
(Here, is the noise-free N.S. flow at time T). Denote by
T TVrT(w) the rotation which sends nrT<io)xs back to xg, and denote
by 9r the angle of V^,.
T T(i) Then a.s., for all r, the flow VrT (w) o nrT(w) has
matrix ^ar T ^ # 0\ , where
crT(w)'
T T T
arT = a0‘aT (r-1)T '
(Ji fji iji iji rp iji iji
c—  = + Yt. a0 * ^T* a0' aT +'rT
T T T T
+ Y(r-1)T,aO ,0tT **• a (r-2)T'
m 1 + q.T _ 4i
iT 1 -T Te +e
T q.(e2T-1)
'iT ' 2(q^2*e2T) '
and = 2 tan JB^.
/aiT • ®\The matrix ! T j represents the diffeomorphism
YiT ' 1
o H
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J.T = V (i + 1)T ° [RiT:(i+1)T ° ^T1 ° (ViTl
(ii) If we identify S ^ ]R/2nX, then a*T is the derivative 
Tof nrT(w) at zero.
Note
TIf we take y = eB in this lemma, then nnT(w) is an 
approximation to the noisy N.S. flow.
Proof
(i) Clearly we have V^, o n^T = C^r_1)T o ? (r_s)T ° 
T /aiT 'so that if r._ has matrix , thenlT \„T #YiT
° C,
arT ' °\
T
( a (r-1)T ' °\
T
(ao • °\
crT ■ '> V TY (r-1)T ' J \ T Y0 ' J
T T T Tand the formulae for a _, c _ in terms of a._, Y.m follow.rT rT lT 1 lT
Therefore, it suffices to show that does have this matrix,
as we do below.
o T -1The matrices for £T and (V^T) are
. 0
and
( 1 » 2{Ii^  respectively.
\ l/2 , 1 >
Also, fixes x , and is' M T  s
o T -1therefore ?T o (ViT> composed with a rotation which causes
Tthe whole to fix xg. Therefore £ ^  has matrix
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/ 1 ' 2 p i \ - T  ,c V  1 '
•H
CM1
l - P i / 2 ,  1 J ( 0 •> A^/2»
*
1 ) ' 
0 .
t h i s  m a t r i x  
T
a n d  ciT h a s
h a s  t h e  
m a t r i x
f o r m  (* *> •
where is such that
-TTherefore ,
-T 2
(  e  ( 1 + q p
V -2Tqi/2 (1-e Z1)
2 -2TDividing each term in this by 1 + q. e gives the required 
formulae for a^T, y^.
(ii) For any Möbius diffeomorphism which fixes xg and has
matrix (a# 9) , the derivative (i.e. the enlargement factor)C r 1
at xg is a. To see this, just differentiate the map
x -*■ . Also, identifying S = B/2irZ, a rotation is
identified with a translation and therefore it does not affect
Tthe enlargement factor. Thus, the derivative of nrT(a)) at 
zero is equal to that of V^T (w) o n^T (w), which is a^T (w). //
Note
T T TaiT' YiT dePend only on 0^ and hence only or niT(w)xs.
T TTherefore arT» crT depend only on the stochastic process 
T
niT(u)xs for 1 = 0»1»• • • »r-1.
Lemma 3.2.3
Denote by V. (w) the rotation which sends E. (w)x back t t s
to xg (£t (w) - noisy N.S. flow).
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Then a.s., the flow V^iw) o £^ (10) has matrix
(to) , 
\ct (oj) ,
where at(w)
,t
DA(r (u)x )du, c. (u)Jo n s fc
C(f,u (uj)xs)an (u)du,
and C:S + E  is defined as follows:
Take x £ S and put 0 = angle between x and xg. Put 
p = 2 tan Jo.
2T
Define DdR>(^ x S + ]R by D(t,x) = q-^—j .
2 (q +e x)
(So D comes from y of Lemma 3.2.2).
Take C (x) = -£= D(T,x) I
31 lT=0
(Here, we have identified S = JR/2tiZ so that the vector field 
A is a periodic map JR -> ]R) .
Proof
The idea is to take y = cBt in Lemma 3.2.2, so that 
TnrT is an approximation to the noisy N.S. flow, and to take 
limits as T + 0. However, we must go via the piecewise linear 
approximation (see Carverhill and Elworthy [if] Section 2.3) 
to the SDS (X,z) for the noisy N.S. flow, because it is not 
clear that we have convergence if we go directly.
(1) So, restrict attention to a finite time interval [0,U] 
and take a partition n = {0,V,2V,...} of this, as in Lemma 
3.2.1. Denote by (XjZ11) the piecewise linear approximation 
to (X,z), and denote by £*(u) the flow of (X, z71) . Take the 
stochastic process y of Lemma 3.2.2 to be eB^, and denote by
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the flow of n^T (w) with this choice of y. For t 
not a multiple of T, put (co) = (u) » where
qT < t < (q+1)T. We take T always to be a factor of V in 
this proof. From Carverhill and Elworthy [ <+• ] Proposition 4.2 
we see that ^(u) tends to a.s., uniformly over t € [0,U]
and in the C° topology, as mesh (IT) H V tends to zero. We 
show below that for each n and each 10, t-'1 (to) tends to 
uniformly over t and in the C° topology, as T tends to zero.
(T a factor of V).
As we stated in Lemma 3.2.1, if t £ (qV,(q+1)V) then
- I t  - I T  „  TT „
r’t “ ^qV,t F’ (q-1)V,qV ° * . o £0,V
Aiso, £t' = q^v/t ° £ (q—1)V,qV ° *** ° ?0,V'
, . „ T.tt ,„i „o.V/T , „T,tt
where for 0 < l < q, C±v, (1-»-1)V 1S (RT ° V  ' and ^qV,t
is (R^  o £~)p.(p = largest integer < )
(Here, R* is the flow of p^Y for time T and is the noisy 
N.S. flow for time T).
By the Lie-Trotter product formula [|if], for each i,
(i+1) v <aj) tends to ?iV, (it1)vy  as T tends to Zer°' 
and the result follows.
, Ox /■a^ (to) , 0\
Denote by VcT,tt(u)) # and c* (to) , V
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the matrices representing V^'1'(uj) o (u) and V^(w) o f;t (w),
where vJ'T' are rotations such that these compositions fix x . 
From the previous paragraph we see that
r
V
aJ’,1T(u)) - (u))
c J - U )  -  c j ( u ) .
r
v
a. s.
for each w, and uniformly over 
t € [0,U] , as T -*• 0,
, uniformly over t G [0,U], as 
mesh (n) = V •* 0.
(2) As in Part (ii) of Lemma 3.2.2, we see that if we 
identify S ~ TR/2V% then afc (uj) = D£t (uj)xs. From the proof of
Proposition 3.1.1 we see that this is exp 
as required.
t
DA(£ (w)xg)du,
(3) We now calculate c" as lim c?’'7T, and then c as
t T-0
lim cl.
Mesh (n)->0
TFor any choice of stochastic process y in Lemma 3.2.2, y ^  
depends only on T and 0^ , and we can write
y^T = D(T,pTT (u)xs). (D as in the statement of the lemma). 
Thus, from the formula of Lemma 3.2.2,
cT,tt « D (T,fJ ^ ( a))Xo) + d (T,$J,1,(u )x()) aj'1,(u)
+ D 1) T X0) 'a (r-1) T lu)* '♦
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where r is the largest integer such that rT < t. Using the
T *pfact that D is smooth and that a^ .'1 tends to afc, we can 
deduce from this that
lim cj,v (u>) = c" (to) 
T-0
C(£ |u)xJa]' (to)du. 
0 s u
Now, letting mesh (ü) = V tend to zero gives us the required 
formula for ct (w). //
Since the rotations Vt (to) in Lemma 3.2.3 are isometries, 
we can study the stable manifolds of £t(w) by looking at the 
formula of Lemma 3.2.3 for Vt (to) o £fc(uj). Note that we can 
characterise a Möbius diffeomorphism which fixes xg by the 
other fixed point, and the derivative (enlargement factor) 
at xg. Also, for any z t xg, there exists a Möbius diffeo- 
morphism F which moves z to xN, fixes xg, and has derivative 
1 at xg. If we identify S with ]R* via stereographic projection 
from xg (not xN), then F is given by x + x- (projection of z 
from xg). With respect to our usual projection from x^, F 
has matrix
1
22_____________
Projection of z ,
In Lemma 3.2.4 we study the fixed point distinct from xg
for Vt <u) o £ (w) , and to prove Proposition 3.2 w>_ move this
fixed point to x^ by conjugation with a suitable F, so that
the flow has matrix ^at^10^ ' ® j. For this conjugate we can
' o , 1 1
easily describe the stable manifold structure.
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Lemina 3.2.4
For each go a.s., the flow Vt (u) o 5t (uo) of Lemma 3.2.3 
has just two fixed points for each t, one of which is xg, and 
the other will be denoted by z^(gj). For each go a.s., z^(go) 
tends to a limit Zq (gj) as t tends to <x>, and this limit is 
distinct from Xg.
Proof
Identifying S with ]R* via the stereographic projection,
V. („,) o  r. ( g>) is aiven a.s. by x -* at(u))x • Therefore the 
fc ct(u)x+1
fixed points are the solutions to
_ a^_ (go) -1
ct(uj)x^  + (1-afc(w))x = 0, i.e. x = 0, x = c ^  - •
Now xs corresponds to 0; take zt(oo) to correspond to the other 
solution. To show that zfc (go) tends to a limit a.s., we will 
show that this other solution tends to a limit in 1R a.s..
By the formula of Lemma 3.2.3 and the Proposition 3.1.1,
1/t log afc (uj ) -*■ X < 0 a.s. (A-Lyapunov number). Take p € (A,0). 
Then for each go a.s., there is a time U(o>) such that if
t > U (go) then 1/t log at(w) < p, i.e. at(oo) < ext tp. Also
afc (go) > 0 a.s.. Therefore afc(Go) -*• 0 a.s. and it suffices to 
show that c^_ (go) tends to a limit a.s.. For this, observe
that C:S +]R of Lemma 3.2.3 is bounded, and that if
t > r >U (go) , then
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|C (u) - c (u>) | < sup { | C (x) | } - exp pu du. 
c r x£S Jr
Therefore for each u a.s., cfc (oj) is a Cauchy sequence.
To see that the limit of zfc(u)) is a.s. not equal to xg, 
note that the limit of at(w)-1 is a.s. not zero. //
ct ^
Proposition 3.2 *(i)
Take a version of the noisy N.S. flow ^(w). Then
for a.e. <d € f2, (w) defined in Lemma 3.2.4 exists for
V.(w) o E.(w) and is distinct from x . t t s
Also, for a.e. w € U, we have the following:
(i) For any x £ S M Z q (w )} the Lyapunov spectrum exists at
(x,w) and is just {A} . Thus, 1/t log ||TEt (w)v|| -* A as
t -*•<*> , for any nonzero v 6 T^S.
(ii) The stable manifold V. . exists if x £ S M z n(u)} 
and is just S M  zQ (u)}, i.e. for any y € SMzg(o))},
lim sup 1/t log d(Et (w)x, Et (u>)y) <
t -> OO
(ii) For any closed set K c sM Z q (u>)} we have the clustering 
property:
diam {Et (w)K} -+ 0 as t -*• <»
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Proof
Since the rotations (to) of Lemma 3.2.3 are isometries,
it suffices to prove the result for Vt (w) o £t (w). For a.e.
to € £2» the fixed point (u>) tends to z_. (to)  ^x . Choose uut O s  0
such that this is so. Choose a closed segment L of S such
that Zq (w q ) € L°, xg t L, and choose a time U(iOg) such that
if t € U (cOq) then z^Wg) £ L. For t > U(wg) denote by
Ffc (u>0 ) the Möbius map described before Lemma 3.2.4, which
sends z^ojg) to xN> Note that the conjugate Ffc o [Vt o o Ffc1
has matrix ^at ^  Also, since z (uu) is bounded away
' 0 , 1 '
from xs for t > U (uoq) , Ft(wg) and Ft {u)g) 1 are both globally
bi -Lipschitz, uniformly in t > U(iOg). Therefore it suffices 
to obtain the result for Ft <Wg) o [Vt (ojg) o ^(wg)] o Ft(wg) 1, 
and for this the result follows easily from the fact that 
1/t log at (w) -*■ X < 0 a.s. as t + » . //
3.3 A Further Example on the Circle (Noisy N.E.S.W. Flow)
In this section and the next, we construct some more 
complicated flows, using the noisy N.S. flow, and we deduce 
their asymptotic behaviour from that of the noisy N.S. flow
itself.
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Example 3.3 (Noisy N.E.S.W. Flow)
Consider the double covering map E:S -*■ S given by 
E (9) = 20, if S is parameterised by the angle 9 from xN< 
Induce from the maps A,Y of Example 3.1 the maps A,Y such
that A(x) = iA(Ex), Y(x)(e) = jY(Ex)(e) ( = jY(x)e). Then
'Wwe take the noisy N.E.S.W. flow £t(w) to be that of the SDS 
(Xe,z), where X! (y) o dzfc = eY(y) o dBfc + A(y)dt.
Note
The deterministic flow £, has sources »t x,,, x andst N' s
sinks at xE, xw . //
rThe following proposition relates £t (o) to £t (u) and 
thus enables us to deduce the asymptotic behaviour of 
Çe(oo) from that of £e (ui).
Proposition 3.3.1
For a.e. u) C 12 we have for all t > 0, x € E that
“V rEÇt (w)x = (E:S -+• S given in Example 3.3).
Proof
This follows from the fact that 
TEA(x) = A(Ex), TEY(x)(e) = Y(Ex)(e), i.e. A,Y
are the lifts of A,Y to the double cover.
We have
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Applying the Ito formula:
Ef/t (w) x = Ex + A(Eç£ (io)x)ds + Y(E^(ü))x ) o dBs<
Thus, E^t ((,o)x is a solution to (X£,z) starting from Ex, and 
the result follows by a.s. uniqueness of flows. //
This result, and the fact that is continuous in
time a.s., enables us to determine completely from
c «WÇ-(w) . We see that Ç^(oj) is antipodally symmetric a.s..
The following proposition gives the asymptotic behaviour 
of ?'t (w) , and is immediate from Proposition 3.3.1, and the 
corresponding facts for ç£(u)) given in Propositions 3.1.2, 
3.2.
Proposition 3.3.2
*''P *\,r(i) For any c> 0, the Lyapunov number X for is the
same as xC for ç£(u). Thus, if e > 0 is sufficiently small, 
then Xe < 0.
v(ii) Choose c such that \ < 0, and take a version of
<v,Ç^(w). Then for a.e. a) , z0 (w) of Proposition 3.2 exists and
is distinct from x . For such m, take z,(w) , z_(u) to be the s 1 i
inverse images of Zq Îoj), under the map E of Example 3.3.
%
\ rThen for a.e. u € f2, the stable manifold V . exists' ÜJ /
for each x € S^{z^ (u)), z2 (^ ))* and is just the component of
SMz.j(u)), Z2(oj)} containing x.
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3.4 A flow on the Torus (Double Noisy N.S. Flow)
The example of this section exhibits in a more complicated 
way than the noisy N.S. flow, the behaviour of Chapter 2.
Example 3.4 (Double Noisy N.S. Flow)
Take any e1> e2 > 0, and consider the independent pair
c 1 £•?(w2) of noisy N.S. flows. Then we take the
e 1 e2
double noisy N.S. flow to be the product 5 (u) x (w) on
S x S = T.
The following obvious proposition tells us that the
e1 e2, , . .Lyapunov spectrum for this flow is {X , X } , and Proposition
3.4.2 tells us about the stable manifolds. Note that we can
e 1 c 2choose e.> e2 such that X t \ . In fact by the explicit
calculation of x*outlined in Section 3.1, we see that Xc is a 
strictly increasing function of e*
Proposition 3.4.1 (Cf.
Choose e2 > 0
C1that X < X • For (x
Theorem 2.1)
and assume without loss of generality
, x~) € T ,  denote by t ! ,T thez ,X21
tangent to the curve {(x,x2) : x £ S) in T.
Then for a.e. (bj^u-) € il x Q we have the following: 
The points Zq (u )^, z0(a)2) of Proposition 3.2 exist, and 
we can define the filtration for the double noisy N.S. flow 
at the points (x^x^ £ (S^{zQ (uj 1)}] x [SM*q (ojj) }] in T.
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then the
Proposition 3.4.2 (Cf. Theorem 2.2.2)
Choose e.|, e2 as in Proposition 3.4.1, and assume that
Then for a.e. (ü).,w2) € Q x n, the conclusions of
Proposition 3.4.1 hold and at those (x^,x2) for which the
Lyapunov spectrum exists, the stable manifolds also exist, 
e 1 E2If X < X , then
{ (x,x2) : x € S^{zq (uj1) >}
(x1, x2 , to^ , co2 ) U y r y 2 ) • y ± € s ^ { z0 (o)i ) } }
c
If X X then
U y r y2) ! Yi c sv{z0(wi)})
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4. A FORMULA FOR THE LYAPUNOV NUMBERS. A PERTURBATION THEOREM
In [ 1 ] , Khas’minskii gives a formula for the Lyapunov numbers 
in the case of a linear stochastic differential equation in 
Fm . His technique is to project the solution onto the unit 
sphere Sm 1 and to obtain anequation for that. In this 
chapter we give a formula which is analogous to his and which 
gives the Lyapunov numbers for an SDS on a smooth compact 
Riemannian manifold M. We work with the derivative flow and 
we take the radial projection onto the unit sphere bundle 
over M to correspond to Khas1minskii's projection onto Sm .
In Section 4.1 we present Khas'minskii's work, adapted to our 
notation, and in Section 4.2 we give our analogue.
In Section 4.3 we give a perturbation theorem based 
on our formula: the theorem says roughly that if we have a 
deterministic dynamical system which is Lyapunov stable, 
then so is a small non-degenerate stochastic perturbation of 
it.
4.1 Khas1minskii's Formula [1 ]
Khas’minskii deals with a stochastic process on 
which is the solution to a linear Ito stochastic equation: 
the work of this section will be essentially the same as his, 
except that we will express the equation in the Stratonovitch 
form as the SDS (X,z), where X (y) o dzfc = A(y)dt «■ Y(y) o dBfc, 
being a Brownian motion in 1Rm. ((X,z) being linear means 
that A(y) and Y(y)e (for any fixed e £ JRn) are linear in y.)
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Note
Suppose the solution to the linear SDS (X,z) starting 
from x M  is £t (w)x. Then in this section we define the 
Lyapunov number A. . just to be lim sup 1/t log ||Ç. (w)X|| .
L “>■ 00
(Thus, we have a Lyapunov number rather than a Lyapunov
I / //spectrum at (x,co)). If, for each x, the Lyapunov numbers 
are all negative for a.e. u , then the solutions tend a.s. 
to the zero solution, and we say that the zero solution is 
asymptotically stable. See Arnold and Kliemann [ I ] ,
Khas’minskii [10 ].
Lemma 4 .1.1
(i) Denote by G:lRm^{0} ■* Sm 1 the radial projection 
G(x) = x/ ||x11 . Consider the map DGdR^iO} -♦ LCRm,]Rm).
Then for any x,y, DG(gxMgy) is independent of 8 > 0.
(ii) Denote by ijidRm''{0} -» ]R the map iJj (x ) = 1°9 ||x||. Then
the derivative D t | > {0} -*• L(IRm,]R) is given by DiMx)y =
From this we see that Dij>(gx) (gy) is independent of g > 0.
Proof
(i) Immediate from the derivative:
DG (x) y = y, - x<x,y> ,..3 .
'iMI /,|X|1
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(ii) We have ^(x) = j log <x,x>. The result follows from 
this using the chain rule. //
Lemma 4.1.2
Take any x e ]RmM0} and denote by £.(01) x the solution, 
starting from x, of the linear SDS (X,z) on Km.
(i) Then the stochastic process G£t (w)x (which we will 
denote by nt (w)x) is the solution, starting from G(x), of 
the SDS (X,z) on Sm , where X(x) = DG(x)X(x).
(ii) The stochastic process \J>£. (to)x in ]R is driven by 
nt (to) x according to the equation 
d(<Ht(w)x) = <nt (w)x, x(nt (u)x> o dz^iw), i.e.
ft
t(<Ct (w)x = ip (x) + <n (w)x, A(n_(w)x)>ds
Jo s
+ [ <n <w)x, Y(n (w)x)> o dB (oi) . j0 S s S
Converting to an Ito equation, and putting <y,A(y)> = A(y),
-v. %<yfY(y)> = Y(y), Y(X) = DG(x)Y(x), we have
iKt(w)x =  ^(x) + A (n s (w) x) ds + Y ( n s (u)x) dBg (co)
[ l DY[ns(oj)x] (Y(ns(w)x)ei]ei]ds.
i=10
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Note first that the (partial) flow £t(w) is a 
diffeomorphism whenever we can define it (see Carverhill 
and Elworthy [ 4- ) ) , and since (X,z) is linear, we have 
g (u)0 = 0 a.s. Therefore if x €]Rm^{0}, then 
5 (u)x € lA.{0} a.s. .
(i) Transforming via GdR^iO} ■* Sm , using the Ito formula, 
we have
Proof
d [Gf,fc (o>) x]  = DG ( ^ t  (w)x)  . X  (^ t  (oj) x ) o d z t (w) .
By Lemma 4.1.1 (i) and the fact that X is linear, this RHS 
is equal to
= DG(nfc (w)x) .X (nfc (oj)x ) o dzfc (o) ,
and the result follows.
(ii) Again by the Ito formula,
d(iJ;Ct (oj)x ] = Dtji(£;t(w)x).X(St ((o)x) o dzt(u)
<f,t (w)x, X(^t (to)x) > o dzfc (uj)
<^t (io)x, Cfc(o)x>
by Lemma 4.1.1 (ii).
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Also, by linearity of X, this last expression is equal to 
<nt (w)x, X (nt (w)x) > o dzt(ui), and the result follows. //
Theorem 4.1 (Khas'minskii's Formula [ 1 ])
Consider the situation of Lemma 4.1.2.
(i) Then the Lyapunov number , (= lim 1/t log | £. (ui) x | )
is given by
lim 1/t {A(n (ùj)x) 
t->® 0
i n %
•»2 E DY[ns (u)x] [Y (ns (u)x)ciJei)ds.
'v ^(A, Y, Y as in Lemma 4.1.2)
(ii) Suppose (X,z) is non-degenerate on 1Rm, i.e. if x / 0
then Y(x) € L.0Rn,]Rm) is surjective. Then (X,z) is a
non-degenerate SDS on Sm  ^ and there exists a unique
m-1 %invariant measure p on S for (X,z). Also,
X (X,u>) y e s m-1
{A (y)
, n ^ %♦ x E DY (y ) [Y (y) e . ] e . } dp(y) , 
i=1 1 1
for a.e. (x,u)) e Sm~1 x ft.
03 c
3
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(i) Using the formula of Lemma 4.1.2 (ii) for
i^t (w)x = log | £t (w)x|| , it suffices to prove that
ftlim 1/t | Y(n (w)x) dB (w) = 0 a.s.
t-t-oo JO s
ft %For this, we will show that I Y (p (w)x) dB (w)
Jo s s
( = ct (ai)x, say) is a time changed Brownian motion. 
By the I to formula,
(C.(w)x)2 = 2 j [r (uj)x ] Y(p (w)x) dBt Jo s
•t n ^ _
+ Z (Y(p(w)x)e.) ds.
Jo i=1 s 1
Define o:[0,°°) x ft -♦ [0,J by
Proof
fs n oo(t,u) = Min {s such that j Z Y (n (to) x) e . ) dq = t}
Jo i=1 q 1
if such an s exists, or <» otherwise. (Note that since the 
integrand is non-negative a.s., o(t,w) is non-decreasing a.s.).
ro(t,w) n »v, -
Then I Z Y(p (uj)x ) dB = t, and (<; , . (m)x) - tJ q  , =1  s s o^(t,io)
is a martingale. Also,  ^ .. .(oj)x is a martingale. Thus,o 11,0) I
by Levy's characterisation, r .. . (w)x is a Brownian motion,o(t,io)
t (uj) say. (See Elworthy [b ], pp 80-84).
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From this we deduce that
■ t n 2
(w)x = B . . (w) , where p(t,io) = I (Y (n (oo) x) e . ) ds.t pit,UJ) i = 1 s 1
f\j 2 ^
Now, £ (Y(y)e.j is continuous over y € S' , and therefore 
i — 1 1
bounded, say by N. Therefore p(t,w) < Nt a.s.. Also,
'X,1/t -*■ 0 a.s. as t + « (See Mckean [li ] , p.9) , there­
fore 1/t (w)x ( = 1/t B , a.s) -*• 0 a.s. as t + ®, andP  V tl f (a) )
we have the result.
%(ii) That (X,z) non-deaerate implies (X,z) non-degenerate 
follows because for x f 0, DG(x) is surjective. The formula 
for A follows from part (i), using the Strong Law of
Large Numbers (Proposition 1.2.3). //
4.2 An Analogous Formula to Khas1minskii1s for an SDS on 
a Smooth Compact Riemannian Manifold
In this section we give an analogous formula for the 
Lyapunov numbers (defined in Theorem 2.1) for a smooth SDS 
on a smooth compact Riemannian manifold M of dimension m. 
Our technique is analogous to that of Section 4.1 (i.e.
Khas1minskii1s) , and we will use the same notation for some 
of the corresponding concepts.
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Thus, we will denote our SDS on M by (X,z), X (y) o dz = 
A(y)dt + Y(y) o dB, where B is a Brownian motion onJRn.
Also, we will denote the flow of (X,z) by 5t (w). Correspond­
ing to the system of Section 4.1 we take the derivative 
SDS (6X,z) on TM, whose flow is T£t (w) and which we define 
in Proposition 4.2. We define the Lyapunov number X ( j  for
v £ T^M by lim 1/t ||T£fc (oj)v11 , if this limit exists. (Thus,
the Lyapunov spectrum at (x,w) C M x il is the collection of
these limits for v € T M.)x
Note that in this section, (X,z) need not be non- 
degcneratc. In fact, (X,z) could be a deterministic system.
Proposition 4.2 (See Elworthy [fc ] Chapter 7, Section 8E)
For each e € IR1”, v € T^M, put 6X(v)e = a o TX(v)e,
2 2where a:T M -*■ T M is given over charts by
„ __m _m _m ,, _,m _m _ma:U x ]R X]R xIR -*• U x ]R XIR X]R;
(x,u,v,w) (x,v,u,w) .
2Then 6X ( )e :TM -> T M is a vector field over TM and 
(<5X,z) is an SDS over TM (called the derivative of (X,z)), 
whose flow is T£t (w).
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Express 5X over a chart <J>:U V
n *ti _IT\M 3* .
Suppose that for each e <E ]Rn, XC ( = X( )e) is given over the
chart by x + (x,X®(x)). Then TXe is given by
(x,v) -*■ (x,X^ (x) ,v,DX^ (x) v) , and 6Xe is given by
(x,v) -*■ (x,v,X® (x) ,DX® (x) v) .
^ mDenote by X. the extension of X, to all of E , so that
4> <P 'V*it is smooth and has bounded support. Denote by ££(oo) the 
flow of (Xt,z). Then for each x £ U, ij)(£t (w)x) = C^ (uj)<i>(x) a.s. 
until the exit time 1^ (01) of ^(wjx from U. (This follows from 
Elworthy's definition of the solution to (X,z). To get it 
from ours, consider the coordinate functions of $ separately, 
and use Lemma 5.1 of Carverhill and Elworthy [if- ]).
'Xj
Now, by [ if ] Remark 4.2, the solution to the SDS (6X ,z)
(6X*f : (x, v) ->-(x,v, X^(x), DX^(x)v)) is D£^(w)(x)v. Also,q) (J> z
until the exit time t (w ) , this is just T<J>.T£ (w)u , wherez z y
uy € TyM and T<J> (uy) = (x,v) .
Thus, until the exit time Tt (w), the solution to (6X,z) 
starting from uy € TyM is just T£t (uj) (uy) , and the result 
follows. //
Proof
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Lemma 4.2.1 (Cf. Lemma 4.1.1)
Put T°M = TM^M x {0} (i.e. TM without the zero section.)
Denote by SM the unit sphere bundle over M. Take any x € M,
v £ T°M, v C T T°M and denote the horizontal and vertical conponcnts of x J v
y by y , y . Take y to lie in T^M via the natural
identification T^TM = T M.v x
(i) Denote by G : T°M ■* SM the radial projection
G (v) = v/ || v11 .
Then the map TG:TT°M -» TSM is given by TG(y) = DG^tv) (yL)
+ Tm (y(i) , where G is the radial projection T°M ■+ S M
(1/||v||) x x x
(i.e. the map of Lemma 4.1.1(D) and m, :TM -*• TM is multi­
plication in fibres by 3.
(ii) Denote by T:T°M -*• ]R the map ¥ (v) = log ||v|| . Then
dt :TT°M + E is given by dV (y) = <v,y‘1 >
<v,v>
Proof
(i) Now, y ’1 = L  ^ j  t — 0 '  w^ e r e  Y* a vertica  ^curve in
T°M, i.e. a curve which lies in T°M, and where y (0) = v.
If y* is identified with u € T M, then we can take
y*(t) = v+tu. Also, G(v + tu) = G(v) + t DGx (v)n + o(t).
Since TG(y^) is defined by ^  G ( ( t))| , we see that
t = 0
TG(y*) = DGx(v)y^.
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II j n I U
Also, y = (t) I , where y is a horizontal curve
dt 't=0
in T°M with y^(0) = v, i.e. a parallel translation of v
H ialong a curve in M. For such a curve, ||y (t) || = 1 v | j ,
H H Hi.e. is constant, therefore G(y (t) ) = y  (t) ^, | v ; E m (1/ |jv ) Y
and TG(yH ) = T (yH) .
m (1/ IIv|| )
(ii) Denote by Q:T°M ■* 1R the map v -*■ ||v||2 . Then 
dQ(y‘) = 2<y,y*l>. (To see this use the characterisation of 
y"1 in part (i)). Also dQ(y^) = 0, since length is preserved 
by parallel translation. Thus, dQ(y) = 2<v,y^> and the result 
follows using the chain rule. //
Lemma 4.2,2 (Cf. Lemma 4.1.2)
Take any x € M, v € T°M and consider the stochastic 
process T^fwlv € TM.
(i) Then the stochastic process GT£ (w)v in SM (which we
will denote by n*. (oj) v) is the solution, starting from 
* %G(v), of the SDS (X,z) in SM, where X(v) = TG.6X(v).
(ii) The stochastic process t.T^ (w)v in 1R is driven by 
nt(u))v according to the equation
d(Y.Tr,t (w) v] = (df . 6X (nt (w) v)) o dzfc,
K<
?
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i .e.
T.TC.(w)v = 4* (v) + d'f.6A(n (w)v)ds
+ d4,.6Y(n (w)v) o dB (co)
'o S
Converting to an Ito equation, and putting A(v) = <v,oX(v) >,
f\j* *(v) = <v,6Y(v) >, TG.6Y(v) = Y(v), we have
f t  >v,
¥ • T£. (to) v = Y (v) + ! A (n _ (tu 
1 0
) v) ds
ft 'V
+ I Y(n (to)v) dB (w)
J 0 S
1
2
t n % %
{ I dY[Y(n (u)v)e.]e.} ds. 
0 i=1 s
Proof
We prove this analogously to Lemma 4.1.2, by transform­
ing the SDS (6X,z) via G in part (i) and f in part (ii).
(i) For this we need the standard result:
Suppose N1, N.; are (finite dimensional) smooth manifolds 
with C2 SDS's (Y.,z), (Y2,z) defined on them. De lote the 
solutions to these by n^(w)y. (y £ N^). Suppose that 
the following diagram commutes for each e, where F:N1 -*■ N2 
is a smooth map:
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TN TF > TN2
A A
Y,e
N 1 > N2F
To prove this, take any g:N2 ■+ ]R, and put h = g o f:N1 -*■ ]R 
Then by definition of the solution to (Y^,z), we have for 
each y £ , that
1 f ^ 1h(nt (w)y) = h(y) + J dh o Y^rigiwjy) o dzg M .
Also, since h = g o f and the diagram commutes, we have
(Y2, z) starting from f (y), and the result follows by the a.s. 
uniqueness of the solution.
For part (i), we will show that the following diagram
g(F(n.(w)y) = g(F(y)) +
J u
This is so for any g, therefore f(nt (w)y) is a solution to
commutes for each e:
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TT°M
T°M
TG > TSM
1
TG. <$Xe 'SM
G
> SM
For this it suffices to show that TG.6X.G 1 is well defined 
and equal to TG.6x |sm, i.e. that TG.6X(gv) is independent 
of g > 0.
From Lemma 4.2. 1(i),
TG.6X(gv) = DG (6X(gv)A) + T (6X(gv)(i).
X m ( 1 / ||v|| )
The first term in this RHS is independent of g > 0 by Lemma
4.1.1(i) (N.B. 6X(v)* is linear over v 6 T^M). To deal
with the other term, note that T expressed in coordinates
mg
is given by
(xiv, yx/Yv) -*■ (x. Bv, yx, syx) ,
so that T (5X(gv)) is given by
m (1/ ||v|| )
(x, v) + (x, gV/ ||gv!l , X (x) , DX(x)gV/ ||BV|| ),
which is independent of g > 0. The second term in the RHS
being zero follows from this because T maps horizontal
mg
(vertical) to horizontal (vertical), so that T (y*S = T^ (y)^.
B 6
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(ii) Transforming the SDS (6X,z) for T£t(w)v via -*• IR,
we have
H'.TCt(u))v f (v)
•t
+ df.6X(TC. (w)v) o d z  (u).
Jo fc s
(In fact, this follows from our definition of the solution 
to (6X,z).)
We must show that dy.6X.G 1 is well defined and equal
to dH'.fix!-,., i.e. that df.BXiBv) is independent of 8 > 0. oM
From Lemma 4.2.1 (ii) and the linearity of 6X(v)L over fibres, 
we have
dV.6X(Bv) <Bv, B ¿X(v)S 
<Bv, Bv>
and the result follows. //
Sketch of an Alternative Proof
The key facts for this lemma are that TG.6X(8v) and 
dt.6X(Bv) are independent of 8 > 0. We can prove these 
facts without using the horizontal-vertical decomposition, 
by expressing these things over charts for M. We do this 
below: this is more elementary but less geometrical than
the above.
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Suppose (fi : U * V is a chart, over which Xe is given
A Am M 1R
by x -» (x,Xe (x) ) . (Xe = X (-)e.) Then over the corresponding $
chart T<j):it- 1 (U) V x ]Rm, 6Xe is given by 
TM
(x,v) -*■ (x,v,X^(x), DX®(x)v).
Now, from the Riemannian metric on M, induces an 
inner product on the image of each fibre T<ji (tt 1 (y) ) = {<+> (y) } * ® 
(any y € U c M.) For each (x,v) € V x ]Rra, denote this by ||v||x
Over the chart, G and y are given by 
G, : (x,v) -+■ (x, v/ 1 v 1 ) and V :(x,v) - log ||v|| . Therefore
' p X  <p X
TG and df are given by
TG^: (x,v,yx,yv) - (x,v/||v^, yx,
Dx»(x,v)yx + DvH(x,v)yv)
and
dy ( x , v,yx,yv) - \ pxE(x>v>yx + <v' V x  '
<v,v>x <v,v>x
where H(x,v) = v/ ||v|| and E(x,v) = <v,v> .
X  X
Thus, TG.6Xe (in the chart) sends (x, Sv) to 
(x, Bv/6h v |j , X®(x)v, DxH(x ,Bv )X®(x )
+ DvH(x,Bv)DX®(x)(Bv)) .
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The term D H(x,gv)DXe (x) (gv) is essentially the same as that
V  (j)
in the linear situation (Lemma 4.1.2 (i)) and it is independent
Qof g > 0 for the same reason. The term D^H(x,gv)(x) is 
new, but since H ( x , g v )  is independent of g > 0, this term is 
also.
eAlso, d4>.6X (in the chart) sends (x,gv) to
1 D E(x,gv)X®(x) <gv, DX®(x)(gv))>2 ____ t> + _______2________ x
<Bu, gv>x <gu, gv>x
The second term in this expression is essentially the same
as that in the linear situation (Lemma 4.1.2(ii)), and is
independent of g > 0. The other term is new, but since
E(x,gv) is quadratic in g, D E(x,gv)X®(x) is also, and this
X  (J)
new term is independent of g > 0.
So in the nonlinear case, we get some new terms in 
our expressions, but these new terms do not prevent the 
analysis from going through. In fact these terms are related 
to the curvature of M and can be expressed in terms of the 
Cristoffel symbols. The horizontal-vertical splitting 
corresponds to taking 'normal' coordinates about a point in 
M, in which the Cristoffel symbols vanish at that point. //
Theorem 4.2 (Cf. Theorem 4.1)
Take any x C M , v £ T°M. Then t^e Lyapunov number 
A(v,w), if it exists, is just
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•t % 1 n
lim 1/t {A(n (u)v) + 2  £ dY[ (Y(n (w)v)e.]e.} ds.
t-*-°° Jq s z i=1
'V 'Kj(A, Y, Y as in Lemma 4.2.2)
Proof
Using the formula of Lemma 4.2.2(ii) for log [| (w) v 11 ,
it suffices to prove that
ft
lim 1/t : Y (n (w)v)dB = 0 a.s. . 
t->® J 0 S S
For this, as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 (i), note that
ft ^ -v
Y (n (<d)v)dB is a time changed Brownian motion B .. . (u) ,„ S S p IA ,0)1
(i) Even if the SDS (X,z) is nondegenerate, (X,z) may be 
degenerate, so we do not have a direct analogue of Theorem 
4.1 (ii). However, it might be possible to express the Lyapunov
numbers in terms of invariant measures for (X,z) which are
where p(t,w) Also, since
n ^ 2
2 (Y(y)e^) is continuous over y C SM, it is bounded, say
by N, and we have p(t,w) < Nt a.s. //
Notes
%
ergodic in the sense of Yosida [t^ ] Chapter 13. See Appendix 
B Sec*-io" 2. Mote that this would actually give the existence 
of the Lyapunov numbers independently of our Chapter 2-
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(ii) The vertical components 6A(v)\ ¿Ylv)*1 are just the 
covariant derivatives VA(x)v, VY(x)v. (v £ TXM>• To see this 
note that the connection map K:TTM -+■ TM given by the Riemannian 
metric is just projection along the horizontal component onto 
the vertical component. Over a chart if, K is given by
<x,v,yx,yv) (x,yv + ^  (x> <YX'v) > »
where r is the local connector. Now, VA(x) is defined to be<P
K.T A, so that over the chart * we have VA.(x)v = DA.(x)v +
X  (p (p
(x) (v,<J) (x) ) . Expressing {Afv)’1 = K.6A(v) over the chart 
gives the same expression, because r (x) is symmetric.
4.3. Lyapunov Stability of Certain Stochastic Perturbations 
of Deterministic Dynamical Systems
In this section we consider a stochastic perturbation 
of a smooth deterministic dynamical system with vector field
F, defined on a smooth compact manifold M. We take the
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perturbation to be the smooth nondegenerate SDS (X£,z), 
where
X£ (y) o dzfc = eY(y) o dBfc + [eA(y) + F(y)]dt
(Bt a Brownian motion in 3Rn), and we will denote its flow 
by ¿^ (co) in this section. Also, we will denote the unique 
invariant measure for (X , z) by p£ .
We must assume that as e tends to zero, the invariant 
measure p£ concentrates on a finite set of hyperbolic 
fixed points of the flow The question of when this
assumption is valid is studied by Ventsel and Freidlin [ 16 ]. 
They show that it is valid for certain perturbations if 
the co-limit sets of are all hyperbolic fixed points.
Note that at a hyperbolic stable fixed point x q of 
we can define the Lyapunov spectrum of Ruelle [ if, ] and it is 
equal to the real part of the spectrum of V F ( x q ) ,  and is 
therefore strictly negative. To see this, observe that at the 
fixed point x q , F(xy) = 0, therefore over a chart < p , V F ( x q ) 
is yiven by DF^(xy).
The theorem of this section says that under the above 
assumption about pc , for sufficiently small e > 0, the SDS 
(X!,z) is Lyapunov stable. Its proof relies on the formula 
of Theorem 4.2 for the Lyapunov numbers.
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Lemma 4.3
Suppose all the eigenvalues of the linear map LdRm -*• ]Rm 
have strictly negative real part. Then there exists an inner 
product << , >> on ]Rm in which
<<Lv,v>> < 0 for all v € {0}.
Proof
| This inner product is the Lyapunov function for L. 
See Arnold [3. ], p. 146. //
Theorem 4.3.
Consider the SDS (XE,z) defined above. Assume that 
as e tends to zero, the invariant measure pC concentrates 
on a finite set x^,...,x of hyperbolic fixed points
of (i.e. if D is a closed subset of M which does not
contain , then pC (D) -*• 0 as z -*• 0) .
Then if t > 0 is sufficiently small, the SDS (Xe,z)
is Lyapunov stable, i.e. for a.e. (x,w), sup {Ar < .}
v€S M x
is strictly negative, where Xe . . = lim 1/t ||T£e (gj)v || .
' »u' t-»<»
Proof
Applying Theorem 4.2 to (Xe,z) gives the formula
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(v,w) fc= lim 1/t [ F(n^(w)v)ds
+ lim e/t
t->00
t n
Mrig (üj) v)ds - lim e/2t I z dY [Ye (rig (to) v)ei] ei ds,
0 i=1
for v £ SxM. Here, F(v) = <v,6F(v)/(> = <v,yF(v)>, and
. 'v'V 'v % Fsimilarly for A and Y, Y (v) = TG.6Y(v), and nMiii) v is the
solution of (X ,z) on SM.
Now, at the stable fixed points x^,...,x , the eigenvalues
of VF(x) have strictly negative real part, therefore by Lemma
4.3 there exists an inner product on T M in which F(v) < 0
xi
for all v G S M. We can assume that the Riemannian metric x. i
does give these inner products on T M. With this choice
l
Orof Riemannian metric, define C:M -* 1R by C(x) = max {F(v)},
v£SxM
and put max (C(x.)} = -q < 0,
i=1,...,p
Now for v € SxM, n n£(to)v = ^(u)x, where rr:SM + M is
\  e cthe bundle projection, therefore F(g^(w)v) < C(f;^ (a))x). Thus,
lim
t “►<»
F (rig (u) v)ds < lim [
t->00 J 0
C (£~; (u) x)ds = C (x) dpL (x) 
S x£M
Also, from the assumption on p1 , we have
lim
e+0 x£M
C (x) dp* (x) < -q.
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Therefore for any t  > 0, if e > 0 is sufficiently small
(say 0 < e < e i ) then the first term in the above formula
for A". , is less than -q + t .(v, (U )
To deal with the other terms, note that
n £
max {|A(v)| + i | I dY[YG(v)e.]e .|}
e€[0,Cl] i = 1
vesM
(= K say) is finite. Therefore the sum of these terms is 
bounded by eK for e € [0,e.], and choosing e > 0 sufficiently 
small we can ensure that the sum is less than t , and
(v,w) //
Note
Propositions 3.1.1, 3.1.2 may be regarded as applications 
of Theorems 4.2, 4.3 to a situation in which the last two 
terms vanish in the formula for A,. .(V,oj) above.
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APPENDIX A : REGULARITY ESTIMATES ON THE DERIVATIVES OF THE FLOW
Here we establish the estimates which are needed for 
Chapter 2. In Section A.1 we prove some general estimates on 
flow derivatives and in Section A.2 we give the specific 
results which we require.
ANote that in Section A.1 we discuss Ito systems, although
for Chapter 2 we need results about Stratonovitch systems.
However, any Stratonovitch system can be converted into an
Ito system with one degree of differentiability less, so that 
s + 2the H system of Carverhill and Elworthy [ *f- ] can be
S  + 1 Aconverted to an H Ito system. Also, since all the trans­
formations involved are linear, the techniques of [ if ]
Chapter 3 can be adapted to Ito equations and we can deduce 
that if the Ito system I(X,z) is Hs+1, then the flow exists
and is HS. (s > m/2 + 1). This is because the lifted SDS
^ 1  oI(X,z) is then C and therefore has a C solution.
A.1 Estimates for Partial Derivatives of a Stochastic Flow 
on a Bounded Domain in ]Rm.
In this section we work with an HS+1 Ito SDS I(X,z)
(s > m/2 + k), supported on a bounded open set U c ]Rm.
Using the techniques of [It] Chapter 3, we can deduce that
s kthe flow £ exists and is H , and hence C . We will suppress 
a) from our notation in this section, and restrict attention
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to a finite time interval [0,TJ.
Our main result is Proposition A.1.2. Its proof is 
adapted from Ikeda and Watanabe [ £ ], and works by induction
using a Stochastic equation for the derivative. The equation 
for the derivative is established in Lemma A.1.2 and 
Proposition A. 1.1 enables us to make the inductive step. We 
also require some standard estimates, which we present in 
Lemma A.1. 1.
Lemma A.1. 1
Consider the set 6 of stochastic processes Bt on the
2time interval [0,T], which are continuous in the £ norm, 
i .e.
(i) 3 g > 0 such that for all B 6 B, t € {0,T], we have
E[ | Bt 11 2 ] < » for t 6 [0 ,T] and
E [ | Bfc - B || 2 ] •» O as s -»■ t.
Take to be a Brownian motion on 1Rn + drift dt. Then
t
Bs dzs||* 2J < 6
t 2
0 0
E[ ||Bs|| ds.
(ii) 3 y > 0 such that for all B € B, we have
ds.
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Proof
(i) See Elworthy [ t ], Chapter 3, Corollary 3.
(ii) Easily obtained from Elworthy [ (, ] , Chapter 4,
Estimates 5C. //
Notes
(i) We must have Ito integrals and not Stratonovitch in 
Lemma A.1.1.
(ii) Throughout, we mean by | • || the Euclidean norm on E ;
2In [ t ], Elworthy takes || • || to mean the £ norm, i.e. if 
f 6 £(ft,K) then he puts ||F|| = / I F I 2 dP = / E[|F|2] .
Proposition A.1.1
Suppose nt (x) is a stochastic process for each x in 
the bounded open set U c E m, and suppose
E[ sup | <x) || ] and sup E[||nf (x)|| )
t€(0,T] te[0,T]
are each bounded uniformly over x € U.
cFor each x 6 U, consider the stochastic equation in ]R
Ct (x) = nt(x) + Y(Cs <x)) dzg/
o n +1 0where Y:R -*• IL (IK , ]R ) is Globally Lipschitz, i.e. there 
exists L > 0 such that || Y (x) - Y (y) || < L||x-y|| 
x,y £ 3RA.
for all
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Then the solution £ (x) satisfies E[ sup ||c. (x)j| 1* 
t t£[0,T]
2sup E[ ||c.(x) || ] each bounded uniformly over x € U.
t€[0,T]
Proof
This is an adaptation of the usual existence proof for 
the solution of a stochastic integral equation. See Elworthy 
[6 ], Chapter 5, Theorem 1C; Gikhman and Skorohod (7 ], §6, 
Theorem 1.
For each x € U, define
C°(x) = n*. (*), (x) = n^x) + Y ( (x))dzg, . . . ,
Put
i f  (x) = nt (x) +
sup E[ | (X)
t€[0,T]
Y(;j?(x))dz . s s
;°(x) || 2 ] = k (x ) ,
[ sup II c 2 (x) - i°(x)|| ] = M(x). 
t€[0,T]
Then by Lemma A. 1.1, K(x) < 3 E[ ||Ygt (x)|| ]dt,
M(x) < y E [ | Ynfc(x) || ] dt.
Also, since Y is globally Lipschitz, we have L1 such that 
|| Y (x) || 2 < l2 ( | x|| 2 + 1) for all x £ E 5,, and denoting
1 i.2max {L,L } again by L, we have E [ | Y (nt (x) ) | ] <
L2 E [|| nt (x) || 2 + 1], Therefore K(x) and M (x) are both bounded 
uniformly over x £ U.
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Now, E  [ | n+1 n , 2«t H"1
• E[ | | [Y(Cg) - Y(C"'1)J dzs|| 2 ]
< 3 E [  || Y (c” ) "  Y ( Cg~1) 11 2 ] d s
(Lemma A.1.1)
< 8 L E[ lUj - c""1||2]ds,
and iterating, we obtain
E[ lk£+1 " II 21 < (BL2)" (t-s) n-10 (n-1)! E[ iu! - C°l|2] ds
< -ky--' Tn K (x)
This holds for each n > 0.
Also for n > 1, E[ sup |k?+1 ~ C?|| 1 
tC[0,T]
<  Y E[ || Y(c”) " Y (C^-1) II 2! dt
< Y L n _n-1 ii 2.e i ik; - ct dt
YL2(3L2)n~1 Tn~1 K(x) 
(n-1)!
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2„>nr rl^ t)From the convergence of zj^ p- — — we deduce that of
1n + Z (c2+ ' “ C?) to the solution q.(x) of the equation,U a U w tn=0
1/2
and we see that it is boundedin the norm sup E 
t£[0,T]
i gL^ rp. n
uniformly over x € U. From the convergence of Z--' --- we
see that E sup || ^ (x) 
t£[0,T]
is bounded uniformly over x £ U. //
Lemma A.1.2
Consider the Hs+1 Ito SDS I(X,z) supported on a bounded 
open domain U c ® m, where s > m/2 + k, and take p < k. Then 
the derivative DP£t (x) •£ L GRm,... ,]Rm; E m) of the flow exists
for each x £ U, and satisfies the equation
rt
(x) = Id(x) D^(Xor ) (x) dz .
Thus, for any v^,...,v £ E  , we have
DP£t (x)(v1,...,v ) = Dp M(x)(v1,...,v )
t P
ZLa • I 1 I 1 1
i=1 Partitions U^ ,...,U^  of D a (^ s (x) ) [D £g(x) ^ »...»v. •),.
{v^ ,...,v }, such that 
Sa',Uk * <v1' —  'v|nJ)
I Ili I i i,,D f,s(x)(Vl,...,v, ,)1 dzs.
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Proof
% CConsider the lift I(X,z) of I(X,z) in defined as in
Carverhill and Elworthy [W- ]. (Except that our systems are 
Ito, not Stratonovitch) . The flow f in pf! is a solution to 
the equation
X(Çt) dz£
Now, consider the differentiation map
p „s Its-p^,m „ ,^m _m _m, D ! P ^ ■+ OR ; IL OR , . •. ,JR ; IP )
defined by JDPf; : x -*• DPf,(x). This is continuous and linear, 
therefore transforming £ via D p, using the Ito formula, we have
D P£t = D P Id + | D P (X,Cs) dzs.
Transforming again via the linear map
„s-p ,_m _ ,_m _m _m. .ev : H ^ OR ; IL OR ,... ,IR ;IR ) )
X  A
_  ^ m  _ m  _ , m .  ■> IE OR , • • . ,IR ;IR )
gives
rt
DPÇ.(x) = DP Id (x) + DP (XÇ ) (x) dz
t in
The second part follows by transforming again via 
,m „m „m, „^ m: Bn u
P'
_ .m _ _ . _
' V 1 '  • • • ' p '
and applying the Leibnil formula. //
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Note
Lemma A.1.2 works equally well for Ito and Stratonovi^ch 
systems.
Proposition A.1.2
s + 1Consider the H SDS I(X,z) supported on the bounded 
open domain U c ]Rm. (s > m/2 + k), and with flow
Then for a = ( a a m), | ot± | > 0,|a| < k, we have
e [ sup
U e  [o, t ]
Çt(x) and sup E Insl: €t (x) II 2t£[0,T] 3xa
both bounded uniformly over x € U.
Proof
Induction on |a|
If |a| = 0 the result is clear since a.s. £t (x) never leaves U.
Choose p < k and assume the result for all a with |a| < p. 
Now fix a with |a| = p.
a_m
' em.... em )Substituting (e.j,... (e.j , e2,...,e2, .... e_,...,e_) for 
(v^,...,v ) in the equation of Lemma A.1.2 gives an equation
for £.(x) € K . Having made this substitution, take any
term in the sum on the RHS, except that for i = 1. We can express
this as
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D1X(^g (X)) l ° l l
I V
3 3 v . Ss (x)3x ax
where each Vk is a subset of containing | |  elements.
For this term,
t T i e ' || D^X (Cs (x) )
|U± |
~ T [  ?s (x) 33x 1
l°i
3xVi e.<x>
ds
r ie [ IId x (^ s (x ) ) . E
l°i
vi s.ixurj3x 
|U. |r a 1 2
•••*11— VT Cs (x)||L 3x 1
ds.
Now, the first factor in the RHS of this inequality is bounded
k+1uniformly over x € U, because X is C . The others are 
bounded uniformly by the inductive assumption. Thus, the 
LHS is bounded uniformly. So applying Lemma A.1.1 to each term 
in the RHS of the equation for 3la ' £;fc(x) except that for i = 1,
we have that 3x
sup
Lteto ,T]
D1X(CS (x))
IU1 lUil
and
sup E 
t€[0,T]
DiX(f (X) )
ax
uil
3xVi
VJ Cs<X)....  axvi Cs(x)
dz
dz
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over x € U. Thus
rt / a I 011DX(ç (x))
Jo S ----' 3xa
where nt (*) satisfies the conditions of Proposition A.1.1. 
Taking this last equation with that for f,(x) itself
gives
31 “ I I r I
Ct (x ) ,  ——  ( x ) j  = ^ x , n t ( x ) j
ffc /a Ia I\♦ J o [X (Çs (x) ) , D X ^ U M ^ - j - j C g U ) ) ]  dzs. 
k+1Since X is C and DX is linear, we see that this equation 
satisfies the conditions for Proposition A.1.1, and the 
result follows from that. //
Note
s + 2The conclusion of Proposition A.1.2 follows for an H
Stratonovitch system, because such a system can be converted 
s+1 Ato an H Ito system.
A.2. Regularity Estimates for Chapter 2
In this section we deduce from Section A.1 the estimates
which we need in the proofs of Chapter 2. Recall the definitions
1c sof the C and norms on the space of (suitably smooth) maps
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U ■» ]Rm (U a bounded open domain in ]Rm) :
P
| a |<k x£U àx
Ç (x)|| P dx
(dx denotes Lebesgue measure.)
N.B. We have previously been working with the Hilbertian
the following very general version of the Sobolev embedding 
theorem (See Palais (it], Section 9):
We work with Stratonovitch systems in this section.
The first proposition gives the basic estimate for 
part (2) of the proof of Theorem 2.2.1. This estimate 
corresponds to Ruelle's condition 5.1.
Proposition A.2.1
Suppose the Stratonovitch SDS (X,z), supported on U c ]Rm 
is of class + ^ (s > 3m/2 + k, k > 1.) Denote the flow by
5norm H , which corresponds to 1 = g2 in H here. We need P
gto consider the H norm in this section. Also, we need
in Ck (U,1Rm) .
£t (w) and take T > 0.
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Then
1wen
sup
te[o, t ] | | C t (“ ) ll k  d p ^ >  < -  •
Proof.
The flow 5fc(w) is H® + 2 and hence Cr, where r = s - m/2 + 
by the Sobolev embedding theorem with p = 2. By Proposition 
A.1.2, we have for |a| < r that
3 I °t |
sup | -- y  (u>) x 11 dP(w)
te(0,T] 3x
wen
is bounded uniformly over x € U.
Therefore
wen
sup ||Ct (u>) II 
t€ [0 ,T] C H1 dP (w)
s u p l
i  1
« g  t 6 | 0 ' T | L | a | < r xeu
Ct (w)x ||dx dP (w)
< £
|a|<r x£U wen
d P ( w ) d x  < ®
By the Sobolev embedding theorem for p = 1, we have 
H^(U^Rra) continuously embedded in Cr m (U,1Rm) and therefore 
in Ck (U,]Rm), and the result follows. //
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Then
1w€n
sup
te[o ,t ]
lie (w) II . dP(w) < • .
t c K
Proof»
The flow 5fc(w) is H®+2 and hence Cr, where r = s - m/2 + 
by the Sobolev embedding theorem with p = 2. By Proposition 
A. 1.2, we have for |a| < r that
3|ot|sup | -— y  C^ (oo)x11 dP(w) 
t£[0,T] 3x
is bounded uniformly over x € U. 
Therefore
wen
sup I Ct (to) || dp( ,
t€[0,T] H,
f sup l f II £ (w)x||dx] dP(w)
lwen t e I 0 ' Tl | a l < r  xeu 3x
• U  L  L  tPHi.n [" $  V - » ‘ H dP(w)dx < “
By the Sobolev embedding theorem for p - 1, we have 
H^(U/R,a) continuously embedded in Cr m (U,]R ) and therefore 
in Ck (U,]Rm)f and the result follows. //
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The next proposition gives an estimate for the inverse 
of the derivative. This is needed in part (2) of the proof 
of Theorem 2.2.1, to ensure that the Lyapunov spectrum 
does not contain - °°.
Proposition A.2.2.
Consider the situation of Proposition A.2.1. Denote 
by Inv the inversion map in GL CRm). Then
x£U
Inv [DÇT (u) x] || dP(w) dp (x) < «
Proof.
Denote by {£^(w) : 0 < t < T} the flow of the backward 
system (X,zV) on [0,T]. (See Carverhill and Elworthy [ V- ]» 
Section 5.4). By [If- ] Lemma 5.4, £^(uj) and ^T (co) are inverses 
a.s., therefore a.s. we have for all x £ M that 
Inv[D£T (w)x] = D[eJ(uM U T (u)x) .
Now, the flow is and therefore Cr (r = s - m/2 + 1)
vand by the analogue of Proposition A.1.2 for (X,z ), we have 
for each a with |a| < r, that
I I ^  ¿¡¡<w)x||2 dP(ui)
u)£fi 3x
is uniformly bounded over x £ U.
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Therefore dP(w) < »
wen
IUj(u) H 2ck dP(u) < «
and hence
f; sup
J y£U
l|DCj(«o)y|| dP(ui) < °°
(N.B. k > 1).
The result follows by substituting y = £T (w)x in this 
last expression so that
The final proposition allows us to go from discrete tim^ 
to continuous time in Theorem 2.1. (Part (3) of the proof. ) 
The result is similar to that of Proposition A.2.2, except 
that we need the sup over [0,T) of the integrand. For the 
proof we express Inv[D£^(w) x] as a stochastic integral and 
use Lemma A.1.1.
Proposition A.2.3
Consider the situation of Proposition A.2.1.
D^(w)y = Inv[D^T ( id ) x] //
Then
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Jxeu
Here by £
sup log ||D[£. (w)] (£. (<u)x
>w€n t€[0,T]
tT(u) we mean CT (w) o (cu) 1.
GL 0Rn)
dp (x)dP (a)) <»
Proof
Note first that this integrand is a.s. not negative.
Now,
D K tT(w) ] (f,t (w)x) = [Df>T(io)x] o Inv[DCt(w)x] , 
so that
sup log | D [£ _ (u)) x] (£, (w) x) | 
t€ [0 ,T] 1:1
< sup log+ | D£_ (uj) x || + sup log+ | Inv [D£. (u) x] | .
t€[0,T] t€[0,T]
The first term on this RHS is p 0 P-integrable by Proposition
A.1.2, therefore it suffices to show that the other term is
also. (This term is similar to that of Proposition A.2.2,
except that we have sup in it.)
t€[0 ,T)
Now,
D f.jwjx = f DX(£ (w)x) (D£ (w)x) odzlul. t s s s
(See t 1 , Remark 4.2).
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Transforming this via Inv, we have 
rt
Inv[D£. (oj) x] = D Inv (Dr (oj) x) . DX (Ç (uj)x ) (DÇ (w)x) o dzc
Inv [Df; (u>)x] .DX(f (u)x). (Id) o dzc
(N.B. D Inv(S)T = - s"1 o T O s“1.)
Write this equation in Ito form:
Inv[DÇ. (w)x] = - [ Inv[DÇ (io)x].DX(r (oj)x ) o dzct J0 s s0 
,t 
• 0
S(w,s) ds.
Here, SU,s) is the Stratonovitch correction term: it is a
2combination of the terms Inv [D£c (w) x] , DX (£b (w) x) , D X(^s (co)x) 
Now,
xeu
sup | First term on RHS || dP (w) .dp (x) 
w e n  t e [ o , T ]
f
, T
J x € U  ■
OIIW< sup I DX (x) || .y x€U
(Lemma A.1.1(ii))
and this last expression is finite because X is C and by 
Proposition A.2.2. (Actually, we need this result uniformly 
over t € [0,T].)
To deal with the term
this we need the fact that X is C*. //
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APPENDIX B ; INVARIANCE OF THE LYAPUNOV SPECTRUM
We saw from the proof of Theorem 2.1 that the Lyapunov 
spectrum is invariant under the map <i>s:M * fi -*■ M * fi. Also 
we conjectured that for nondegenerate systems the Lyapunov 
spectrum is constant for a.e. (x,ui) £ M * fi. In this Appendix 
we investigate the invariance of the spectrum. We give two 
approaches: the first is to study the map and to look at 
ergodicity properties with respect to the measure pQP on 
M x fi; the second is to study the limits given by the formula 
of Theorem 4.2 for the Lyapunov numbers.
B. 1 Ergodicity of the Map <}>_
Proposition B.1. *(i)
Consider the nondegenerate SDS (X,z) of Chapter 2, and 
take a version (w) of its flow. Choose any s > 0.
(i) Then for a.e. (x,w) 6 M x fi we can define the maps
4> :M x fi -*• M x fi; <J> (x,w) = (£ (uj)x , 6 (oj)), s s s s
Os:C(R>0,M) C0R>0,M); ©s (f ) (t) = f(s + t),
S:M x fi n. CdR>0,M); S(x,u>) = {Path t -*• £ (w)x},
and the following diagram commutes:
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m x n _ _ > m x n
■j
COR>0,M) ---> COR>0,M)
(*Bf Gg as in Chapter 1.)
. _>0(ii) Take any Q -measurable set A in COP ,M). 
measure. See Section 1.2). Then p ©P[S (A) ]
(Q -Markov
P
Q (A).
P
Proof
(i) Immediate from Proposition 1.2.1.
(ii) It suffices to prove this v/hen A is a cylinder set. 
Thus suppose,
A = {f € C0R>OfM) : fit^ € i = 1,...,p}.
Then
S~1(A) = {(x,u )i£t (u)x € Bi; i = 1,...,p)
and we must show that this has p© P-measure equal to the 
expression of Section 1.2 for Qp(A).
By Fubini's theorem,
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p 0 P[S (A)] C (x) dp(x), where
x£M
C (x) = P{o>*Ct (w)x £ Bi ; i = 1,...,p}.
i
In terms of transition densities,
C (x)
Jx GB P P L 2€B2 L 1£B1
P t / * ' ^ 1 Pt2-t1(x1'dx2) “
-tp-1
To see that 
Section 1.2,
■x£M ?t
C(x)dp(x) is equal to the expression
x£M
note that since p is invariant,
(x,dx.|) dp(x) = dp(x^). //
of
Since 0g is ergodic with respect to the measure Q( , we 
see from Proposition B.1 that if S is a.s. injective, then 
$ is ergodic with respect to p 0 P, and the Lyapunov spectrum 
is constant. A reasonable conjecture is that S is a.s. 
injective if and only if the noise dimension n is equal to 
the dimension m of M. However, if this is so then the map 
Y:M x IPn •* TH is a diffeomorphism and M is parallelisable.
Thus for example on the 2-sphere we cannot have such an SDS.
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B. 2. Study of the Lyapunov Spectrum via the Formula of 
Theorem 4.2
The formula of Theorem 4.2 gives the Lyapunov number 
Xjv j as an ergodic average
rfcA. . = lim 1/t I g(n (io)v)ds,
(v'w' t-»-® JO S
'v,
■Vwhere nt (w)v is the solution to the SDS (X,z) on SM, starting 
from v, and g:SM -> ]R is a continuous function. Thus, a study 
of the ergodic properties of the Markov process given by (5^ ,z) 
might tell us about the Lyapunov spectrum.
Yosida ([14] Chapter 13) gives a Krylov-Bogol ioubov
decomposition for Markov processes, which enables us to take
*disjoint subsets { :  p an ergodic measure for (X,z) on SM}
of SM, such that U U has full measure with respect to any
W
%invariant measure for (X,z), and for each p, p(U^) = 1. Also, 
wc see from Yosida that for any ergodic measure p on SM, we 
have for p 0 P a.e. (v,u>) £ SM k D that the ergodic average 
above is equal to j  g(u) dp (u) .
Thus, the formula of Theorem 4.2, and the work of Yosida, 
enable us to deduce the existence of the Lyapunov numbers 
A, . and their a.s. independence of u £ R for p-a.e. v € SM,\ V t OJ )
'V»where p is any measure on SM which is invariant for (X,z).
The Lyapunov numbers are also a.s. invariant over the
sets
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{U an ergodic measure for (X,z)}.
To study their space invariance we might study these sets.
%With (X,z) we can associate a control system (See Strook 
and Varadhan [0 ]) and it is reasonable to look for a 
relationship between the control sets of this system and 
the sets U( . We conjecture that the control sets are the
closures of these sets.
Note also that for any measure p on SM which is invariant 
for (X,z), we have tt (p) = p, where tt:SM -*■ M is the bundle 
projection and p is the invariant measure for (X,z).
Therefore the assertions concerning (X,z)-invariant measures 
tell us something about the spectrum for p-a.e. x 6 M.
The Lyapunov spectrum at (x,m) € M «¡1 is the set 
{X, . : v £ S M}, therefore to study it we need results
about all v € S^M for almost all x € M. It might be possible 
to get such results from the above by looking at the control 
sets and bearing in mind the logarithmic rule: If
A(u,u)) > A (v ,(d) then f ° r  a  * °' WG h3Ve A (au+Bv,u)) = X(u,u))*
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